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FOREWORD

In its seven decades of existence, Quantum Mechanics still has many results
which are believed not rigorously established, though routinely used in prac-
tice by Physicists. The question of unitarity of the S matrix is one such
fundamental question, established rigorously only in the last decade, for N
particle scattering interacting via a class of pair potentials. The question
on transport (or the lack of it) of charge carriers in condensed matter sys-
tems, structure of potentials having a given energy spectrum, questions on
existence and the number of resonance for a given potential are some other
examples of questions in need of a rigorous mathematical framework, not to
mention broader questions like existence of Crystals , rigorous foundations
for QCD etc.,.

This workshop on "Schrodinger Operators" was aimed to gather a few
experts working on such rigorous questions relating 1.0 the Schrodinger equa-
tion/Operator to introduce the subject to some of the students and teachers
in India. I am happy to complement the organisers (Dr Krishna Maddaly in
particular) in their effort to bring out the proceedings of the workshop in the
Institute of Mathematical Sciences Report series and hope that it 'will serve
as not only a record of the activity that took place here but also serve to
enthuse future students to enter this difficult and challenging area of research.

R Ramachandran
Director

The Institute of Mathematical Sciences
Chennai 600 113
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PREFACE·

This is part of the proceedings of a workshop on "Schrodinger Operators"
held here at theInstitute of ¥athematical Sciences during 4-14 December
1995. I hope thatthis proceedings will give an introduction -to the interested
student- to some areas of Mathematical Physics.

I thank the Director. Prof R Ramachandran who supported the workshop
whole heartedly and Prof K B Sinha 'of -ISI, New Delhi who was instrumen-
tal and supportive for having the workshop .. This workshop was funded by
a grant from the Department of Science and Technology to. defray the ex-
penses for the participants and the cost or"production of the proceedings. I
thank them for the grant. I also thank my colleagues Prof Rajendra Bhatia,
Ghanashyarn Date and Sunder of the organizing commit tee and the office and
library staff of the Institute for helping me with the overall administration
involved in organizing such a workshop.

January 1998 M Krishna
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Properties of microlocal smoothing
for Schrddlngerts equation

Walter Craig

CMLA, Ecole Normale Superieure
94235 Cachan
France

and
Department of Mathematics
Brown University
Providence, Rhode Island 02912
USA

§L Introduction: I want to talk about a number of recent results on the
smoothness of solutions of the Schrodinger equation, which I find striking and quite
intuitive to understand, despite the fact that in general the techniques of proof a.e
somewhat technical. In these two lectures I will describe these fesults, and I will try
to give a good picture of the heuristics which govern the smoothness properties of
solutions, and as well describe some of the issues that one comes across in studying
these questions. Toward the end of the lectures I will give a sketch of the ideas of
the proof, and the techniques that are used in it. We will consider the following
two equations:

(1)
io1t/J = -!At/J

x E Rn t/Jo(x) = t/J(x,O) E L2(R")

which is the usual free Schrodinger equation, and

(2)
iott/J = -!E'j,l=lo",;ajl(x)8,rtt/J + V(x)t/J

x ERn t/lo(x) = t/I(x, 0) E L2(Rn)

which is a more complicated Schrodinger equation with variable coefficients in a
divergence form second order term, as well as lower order potential terms. Equation
(1) has a well known explicit fundamental solution the free Schrodinger kernel, so
in some sense we know all about its solutions. The equation (2) is more of a
challenge, and will require us to work harder. I will start by describing some
elementary properties of F.')\utions of equation (1), and then go on to give their
analogs for equation (2), to the extent that we know them. These properties of
equation (1) are simple, but despite this I still think that, !:hey are remarkable,
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and certain' of them are not sufficiently well known. The first theorem concerns
solutions of equation (1).

Theorem 1: Let 1Po(x) E L2(Rn) be initial data for a solution 1P(x, t) of equation
(1).
(i) Then for all t E R, 1P(x, t) E L2(R-n), witll the same L2(Rn) nozrn.

This is the simple and well known fact that evolution by solution of the Schrodinger
equation is unitary on L2(Rn), which is central to the interpretation of quantum
mechanics. That is, measurements of a quantum particle are initially made with
respect to the probability measure dPo(x) = Itbo(x)12dx, and at later time the mea-
surements on the evolution ofthe particle are.made with respect to the probability
dPt(x) = Itb(x,t)j2dx. The result (i) is the fact that the evolution conserves prob-
ability. It seems then rather natural to impose conditions on the moments of the
distribution clPo(x), as these are information about the location of the quantum
paticle at time t = o. .
Oi) Suppose that additionally the probiJjty dPo(x) has finite moments (for reasons
of simplicity we will assume that all moments are finite, in order to avoid counting
them), That is, we ask that

(3) Vk multiindices, J j:ei:1PO(x.)12dx <+00 .

Then for all t# O,tb(x,t) E Coo,

The purpose of this talk is to describe the analogous result for the equation (2). In
the course.of.the description, Iwi1l.g1y~a proof ofTheorem 1 as well.

§2. Results (far Vex) = 0): In order to start with the analysis of equation (2),
I have to give the definition of several things.

Definition 1: (i) The principal symbol of the equation is the standard one, from
the highest order terms of equation (2)i

(4) ( ~) _ l'X"n jl( )c.,:a x,'" - ZL.Jj,l=l a x ",)",l .

(ii) The bicharacteristic flow istheflow on the cotangent space (x,c) E T·(Rn)
given by solutions of the HamiltorriatJfsystem

, "s . ..'
d~ i;I'
ds = o~a(x,c)
d{ds = -a",a(x,e) ,

(5)

with the orbit originating at the point (x, €) denoted by rp(s; z , O. Note particularly
that the curves that .are the orbits of the flow are parametrized by an auxiliary
parameters, which is not the time variable t.
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(iii)(a) The classical definition of the wave front set of a distribution fED is given
as follows. One defines the singular support S(f) most easily by specifying what is
not in it; a point Xo ~ S(f) if there is a cutoff function 7) E Cgo, with 17(xo) = 1,
such that (ry!) E Cgo.: Using the duality between regularity in space and decay of
the Fourier transform, we can alternately ask that

', for all N ~ 0, where we are usingthat (x) = (1'+ IxI2)1/2, notation common to this
subject.

\
(iii)(b) The wave front set WF(f) has a related definition. The point (xo,~O) ~
WF(f) if there is a cutoff function 17 E Cgo with ry(xo} = 1 and an open cone r
with 1;0 E r such that .

I{W)({)I s CN{e)-N

for all t; E r, for all N ~ O.

The first theorem concerning the microlocalregularity of solutions of equation (2)
is t~e following:

Theorem 2: (1. Boutet de Monvel (1974), R. Lascar (1977» For solutions of
equation (2), the wave front set is an invariant set under the flow \O(Sj z , £.) (lC'itll
a slightly modified definition of the wave front set in (x,t,t;,r) E R2(n+l), due
to. the inequality presented by having two spatial derivatives, compared to only
onetime derivative)~ This modification, which I .do not give here, was called the
quasi-homogeneous wave front set.

This establishes a relation between the orbits of the flow of (3) and the singularities
of the solution of (2), which states essentially that singularities travel with infinite
velocity along the bicharacteristics of a(x,I;). However this statement confines our
knowledge to each hyperplane {t = cotlstant} , and it does not tell us now the
singularities of the solutions will-change in time. Continuing the items in our list,

(iv) Assume that. the principal symbol is nondegenerate, which usually means
elliptic

(6)

,and asymptotically flat,.

(7) reO') > 10'1+ 1.

Speaking of geometrical problems, the operator -~ "Ljte",! olJl;ail(x)o"l is not quite
the Laplace-Beltrami operator in general coordinates on an asymptotically fiat
manifold.for that requires det(a) = 1. However all the analysis that we have
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in L2(Rn,dx) carries over to the case of a Riemannian manifold with metric ds2 =
Ljl gjl(X )dxj dx", with the genuine Laplace-Beltrami operator

where gjl = (gil)-1, which is also self adjoint using the inner product on L2(RrI, videt(g )dx).~

(v) One says that the point (xo, {a) is not trapped forwards, (respectively back-
wards) by the bicharacteristic flow t.p of the symbol a( x, {) if

as s -+ +00 (respectively,s -+ -(0).

The theorem that we have proved in this subject concerns the time evolution of
singularities in the solutions of (2), in contrast to Theorem 2.

Theorem 3: (W. Craig, T. Kappeler and W. Strauss (1995)) Suppose that the
point (xo,e1l) is not trapped backwards by the biclwnlcteristic flow t.p of a(x,~).
Suppose that the moment condition (3) holds for tlJ(:Ilitial data t/io(x); Then for
any time t > 0, '

(8)

This is an entirely microlocal conclusion about the regularity of the solution of
(2), however there is a global element as we must have information about the full
backwardsbicharacteristic through (xo, ~o). There are also several global corollaries
that follow essentially immediately from Theorem 3.

Corollary 4: If a( x, e) has no trapped bicharacteristics, then for initial data t/io( x)
satisfying(3), for all t -:j; 0,

WF(t/i(x,t)) = 0,
which is to say that t/i(x, t) E Coo.

This latter statement is also a result of 1. Kapitanski and Y. Safarov, who study
the case of equation (2) when there are no trapped bicharacteristics, with quite
different methods for their proof. Their approach is based on a relation between
this problem and the classical problem of local time decay for solutions of the wave
equation.

It is clear that this result also implies Theorem 1 (you might say it is a proof the
hard way). From the Laplacian we have a(x,O = ~1~12, and therefore Hamilton's
canonical equations (5) are

dx _{
ds - ,

. d{
-=0.ds
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The solutions are
x(s)=xo+S~o ,

which are straight line motion at constant velocity, and 2.11 bicharacteristics go to
infinity in either direction. Thus Corollary 4 holds.

To give a more direct result for equation (1), the fundamental solution for the free
problem is

(9) ° 1 .1%_012
5 (x-y,t) = ~eJ'"

27nt

which is clearly an analytic function for t :f. O. To prove a result related to Theorem
1, consider distributional initial data 7J;0 of compact support. The solution is then
SO'*'1f;o,whichferany t ¥= 0 is a compact sum of analytic functions, and is therefore
itself analytic ..

In general a(x,{) may well have trapped bicharacteristics, so we cannot eliminate
all singularities from the solution. We can however use Theorem 3 to confine the
singularities to a subset of T·(R") characterized by the dynamics. This is the
intention of the next result.
Corollary 5: Consider solutions '1f;(x,t) of equation (2), for time t > O. Let R
be the recurrent set of the bicharacteristic flow, and M" (n) the set of orbits wlucli
accumulate on R for s -+ -00. Tlien

(10) WF('1f;(x,t» E Ru MU(R) .

Theorem 3 also allows us .to xliscuss the fundamental solution 5(x, V, t) of the
equation (2) in these terms. For this we. have to consider the four variables
(x,{,Y,1]) E T*(R") xT*(R").·

Corollary 6: TIle point (xo,eO, Yo, 1]0) E T*(R") x T*(R") is not in the wave
front set W F(5(x, u, t) ~ T*(R") x T*(R") for t > 9 if either
(i) (xo,e) is not trapped backwards, or
(i9 (Yo, 1]0) is not trapped forwards
by the bicberscteristic flow If' of the principal symbol a(x, e).

This result eliminates from the wave front set all points of the cotangent space which
have the proper classical scattering behavior, however it is not a full characterization
of the set on which the Schrodlnger kernal is singular. There is a natural conjecture
that one can make as to the full result· for the problem, which I will state here.
We are however nota.ble with the present methods to prove this, and in fact a
characterization of the evolution-of WF(5(x,y,t») pror iises to be a challenging
problem. Any singularities must travel at infinite velocity, so points (x, y) at which
5(x, y, t) is singular must somehow be associated with noncompact subsets of the
orbits of the bicharacteristic. The conjecture goes as follows: for t > 0 the point
(xo,eO,YO,7]°) E WF(5(x,y,t» onlyifforany conic neighborhoods (YO,T/O) E Dl
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and (xo. eO) E D2• there is a sequence {Sj }j;1' with Sj -+ +tx>, such that cp(Sj; Ddn
n:! f. 0.

§3. Idea of the proof of 'I'hcorcm 3: I want to concentrate on giving a good
heuristic picture of the problem. before I talk about the actual analytic techniques
that are employed in the proof. Restrict ourselves to the one dimensional case, and
study the general (constant coefficient) equation

(11) ifJ(u = w{D)u. x E R

where weare using the classical notation that D = (1/i)8". There are exponential
solutions

U{{x.t) = ei(€x-w({)t) ,

and for the general solution we can superpose these in a Fourier integral

- u(x. t) = J ei(€:r-W(€)l)uod{ .

Lets make a solution which looks like a wave packet. by taking uo such that
uo E Cr. in particular supp(uo) cc R·I

, centered about some {o. Solve the
bicharacteristic equations

(12)

(13)
d ..
-x = 8.w
dt "

This gives solutions ..;(t),. ::;;=u.~.Q"i:+.,,,tqeo/.({?). ,an,9 e(t) = eo~which traverses a ray
with. velocity o€w(eO) in the (x, t) plane. The following theorem relates this to the
solution of (11). '

'I'heorem 7: . (thernethod 6f-stU:Lionury'pliase) In a COlle away Itotti the rays
(x -t8{w({) = consfcfnt:;fe\supif"u6'; tlfc$'ol'ution u(x,'tr decays faster tben any
polynomial.

Proof: Suppose that we consider (x, t) such that for € E supp uo,
x .1-:- - 8ew{€)1 > R '

o t ,0 • 0

Then

- 0 __ , _
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for regular uo, for any integer N? O. The denominator grows with magnitude
(Rt)N, and the decay result will follow from this. / / /

The quantity oew is/called the group velocity, a name given by Kelvin in his work
on water waves. Using the picture of the evolution of a wave packet given by
Theorem 7, we can give a reason why the moments of the initial data are related
to the smoothness of solutions for t f. O. Consider arbitrary data uo(x) of rapid
decay, and cut its Fourier transform into pieces which each look like a wave packet
solution, by using a partition of unity. That is

Uo(€) = LUI:(€)
l:eZ

with each UI:(€) E C(j"(2QI:), where QI: is a cube of side one centered at the integer
point k, The individual components uI:(x, t) can be tracked (morally speaking) by
Theorem 6, and are essentially confined to cones in the (x, i)-plane with slope near
to oew(k). To discuss the derives of the solution, isolate a bounded region J{ in x for
t f. OJ,then the essential contributions of u(x, t) in K are given by those component.s
uI:(x, t) for which the slope oew(k) allows propagation from bounded regions of the
initial data. into our test region J(. If the group velocity oew(~) diverges as I~I"'" 00,

only a finite number of the componentsare.expected to essentially contribute to the
solution in J(, and therefore we can expect the solution to be smooth there. This
is not a proof, but it is a compelling heuristic argument for the smoothing effects
described above. Problems(ll) for which oew(€) diverges as lei ....•00 are called
dispersive, and we expect that their singularities will tra\tel with infinite velocity.
The Schrodinger equation has w(€) = ~1€12,so that O(w(e) = E, which is dispersive
in the above sense.

I will now give a more precise description of the techniques used in the proof of
Theorem 3, which are essentially microlocalized Sobolev estimates of the solution.
Rewrite, equation (2) as

(14)

where we assume that A is self adjoint. Then for any other operator B, solutions
of (14) satisfy an identity

(15) 01 re (l/;,B1/!) + re (1/!, HA,B]1/!) = re {1/!,(OtB)1/!}

This identity gives !' a. small proposition, which includes the statement (i) of
Theorem 1.

Proposition 8: Any B which is time independent and commutes with A is pre-
served by the solutions of (2), that is,

In particular, setting B = I, the L2-norm of solutions are preserved.

i

I
\
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We will make other choices of operator in the identity (15), in particular we will
construct certain pseudodifferential operators for use in the proof. We define B =
b(x, D), where

(16)

for 'symbol' b(x,O E coo(T*(Rn» chosen in a certain class of symbols for which
this oscillatory integral is well behaved.

Definition 2: The usual definition of the class of classical symbols are those
b(x,{) E Coo(T*(Rn» which satisfy

(17)(i) 1f:J:SUpp (b) ~ J{ cc Rn compactly supported

(17)(ii)

L. Herrnander noticed that to retain most of the desirable symbol properties, it
sufficed to replace (17)(ii) by

(17)(iii)

for 0::; p < 6::; 1. These classes of symbols are denoted sm(6,p). When p = 6 < 1
it is a critical case, which can be addressed to some ex,tent by the theorem of
Calderon and Vaillancourt.

The operator A can ne written as a pseudo differential operator, with symbol
a(x, {) + al(x, ~), where there are both second and first order terms as A is in
divergence form. The symbol al(x,{) = iEjt(8,,;;ajl(x»{t. Composition of pseu-
dodifferential operators, whose symbols are in suitable classes such as the above, is
well defined in terms of the pseudodifferential calculus, and in fact the commutator
in the identity (15) is described by

(18) 1
-:-[A, b(x, D)] = -{a,b}(x,D)+e,
I

where the Poisson bracket is

(19)

The operator e is lower order, and Xc is the Hamiltonian vector field of the symbol
a. We will use these operators in the identity (15), and if the relevant symbols are
non-negative we can hope to obtain an energy-type estimate, Suppose that b E sm
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of some symbol class, and count the orders of the operators in the identity (15).
The error e will be of order m or possibly less, but the operator {a,b}(x,D) is of
order m+ 1, and is the most important contribution if the expression is to be useful.
In fact, take the point of view that, given a symbol c(x, 0 ~0 of order m + 1, we
will try to find b( z ,0 such that

(20) c(x,e) = -{a,b}(x,e) ~~O.b(x,O ~ 0, and

I
i
t

It is a fundamental question then whether pairs of symbols (b, c) exist satisfying
the conditions (20).

Proposition 9: Suppose that c(x,e) ~ 0, and that the point (xo,eO) is such tllat
c(xo,eO) > 0 and that it is on a periodic bicharacteristic. Then there is no symbol
b(x,e) satisfying (20).

I

I
I
I
I
I·
I

Proof: The equation {a, b} = -c is called a cohomological equation, and the
regularity of the solution depends highly upon the recurrence properties of the flow
1;'. In the simple case of periodic orbits, if the symbol b( x .0 did exist, then

p .0<1 c(<p(Sjxo,e))ds

= foP ~b(I;'(~;x~,eO»dS

=0,

which proves the result by contradiction. III

However we can solve the cohomological equation for symbols c(x, e) ~ 0 by quad-
ra.ture in the case that supp(c) has support only 0;1 bicharacteristics which are
not trapped backwards. Indeed take 0 ~ c(x,e) E sm+l a classical symbol, with
supp(c) in the set of orbits which are not trapped backwards, and set

(21)
. r:

b(x,e) = Jo c(<p(s;x,€»ds.

Then the support of b(x,€) cannot be compact and there is a picture of the situation
which is somewhat like in figure 1.
Because the support. of the symbols relevant to our work will not be compact, we
need to keep track of their spatial behavior under differentiation as well as the
behavior in the Fourier variables. The following theorem gives the behavior of the
symbol b(x,€} from (21).

Theorem 10: Consider a classical symbol .;(x,O E sm+l, supported in the set
of backwards nontrapping orbits (and suppose tIlat c(x, 0 = 0 for lei ~ 1 to avoid
troubles [or small Fourier variables). Then in general all we can expect of b(x, 0 is
the estimate

(22)
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That is, all we can expect fNITl quadrature is a result which is ina very bad class of
symbols, where no partial derivatives offset a lack of decay in spatial variables. We
can call the class of such symbols sm( 1,0)(0, 1), where the first pair (01, PI) = (l, 0)
quantify thebehavior in the Fourier variables, and the s~cond pair (02, P2) = (0,1)
describe their spatial behavior. The class Sffi(l,O)(O, 1) does not form a symbol
calculus, and in general may not even be bounded operators on.L2(Rn). However
there is one extra property that is obeyed by" symbols &(x,O constructed by the
quadrature (21), which is related to their behavior under dilations in the fiber
~ E B", The vector field describing infinitessimal dilations is ~ . o€. Symbols
defined by quadrature (21) satisfy the estimate

(23)

With this estimate with respect to the vector field of dilations, the operators b( z , D)
are in fact better behaved than in general.

Theorem 11: Suppose that b(x,e) is a symbol such that

(24)

and suppose tlJat there is a constant R > 0 such that whenever Ix - yl > R, and
both (x,~),(y,~) E supp (b), then

(25) tl~l(x·""y) ~ I(x - y) . ~I .

Then the operator b(x, D) is bounded on L2(R").

The symbols that one gets from quadrature (21) satisfy the estimate (24) and the
support property (25) whenever the support of c(x,~) is in a non-trapping region
and is sufficiently small.' From this we can see already an increment of additional
regularity for the solutions of Schrodinger's equation (2); this is a microlocal version
of what is sometimes called the 'local smoothing' property of dispersive equations.
Let c(x,e) be a classical symbol of order 1, supported ill a sufficiently small conic
neighborhood of a point (xo, eO) in the non-trapping region. Integrating the identity
(15) over a time interval [0,11, we obtain

(26)
re (l/I,b(x, D)l/I)(T)+re faT (l/I, c(x, D)l/I)(t)dt

T
= re (t/-'o, b(x, D)l/Io) + rel (l/I,(e(x, D) - f[aI(x, D), b(x, D)])l/I)(t)dt

All terms of this except the second are bounded by Ill/I(x, t)lli" and therefore,
because of Theorem 1 (i), we have

(27)

i

6
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The symbol of the operator c(x, D) is nonnegative and is of order 1, therefore by
Garding's inequality, for any classical symbol s(x, 0 such that a S s2(x, €) S c(x, 0,

(28)
•. T'1 IIs(x, D)?/J(t)1I2dt S C(T)II?/Joll~7 .

Notice that s(x,~) E S1/2, therefore we ·have control of of a microlocal Sobolev
estimate of l/2-derivative of the solution, averaged in time, for any (x,€) in the
region of phase space that is not trapped backwards by the bicharacteristic flow.

The full Coo result of Theorem 3 is given by an induction, which J will sketch
here. Suppose that (xo,~O) is not trapped backwards, then we construct a conic
neighborhood E~- of the backward bicharacteristic {\O(8; XQ, €O) : s < a}, and a pair
of symbols b(x,{) ~ a,c(x,e) ~ 0, supported in E~ such that

(29)( i)

18~afb(x, e)1 s C~p(e)m-IPI ~x)l:+pIPHI"1

IB~a:c(x, {)I:5 C~p{e)m:t.l-~PI (x}l:-1+pliJH1al

These classes of symbols are called ,sm,l:(l,O)(<5,p). We have to manufacture such
symbols so tha.t p < <5,and this we can do provided that c -t p > 1. When p < <5this
symbol cless gives a calculus of operators, which are used for rnicrolocal bounds
in the incoming regions of phase space. Applying the identity (15) to the pair
t"b(x, D), tPc(x, D), for b(.c, {) E sm'!:(l, 0)(6, p), and c(x, 0 E Sm+1,k-1 (1,0)(6, p),
the analog of(26) is

(29)(ii)

. T .
re (?/J,tPb(J:, D)?/J)(T) + re l (?/J, tPc(x, ;:j)?/J)(t)dt. 10

(30) = re (?/Jo, tP !t=ob(x, D)1/Jo)

+ re 1T (?/J, (ptP-1b(x,tJ) + tP(e(x, D) - Hal (x, D), b(x, D)])?/J) (t)dt

For any p '> 0, the first term of the RilS vanishes, and the estimate does not
depend explicitely upon the initial data. We recognize in the remainder terms
symbols in the class tP-1,sm,k(1,0)(6, p), and furthermore they are integrated in
time over [0, Tj. This is used in an induction, in which one starts with k: = J{
bounded orders of growth, and m = 0 demands of regularit.y. At the n-th induction
step one takes m = n,k = [(-71 and p = n. This will give the desired regularity
result at any point which is not trapped backwards. When in addition the point
(xo, ~O) is also not trapped forwards, a similar induction gives the asymptotics of
the growth of derivatives as Ixl - 00. The geometry of this situation requires
however that we use the worst case symbol class sm,k( 1 0)(0,1), with inductive
choices m = n, k = -n - e and again p = n. Theorem J l is used to control the
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error and to interpret the microlocal regularity of th: solution from the resulting
estimate.

§4. Results with ~ potential V(x). The above is a discussion of the Schrodinger
equation when no potential terms or other lower order terms are present. Let's now
incorporate nonzero potentials in the problem, and see what effect this makes on
the question of regularity. Consider potentials V( x) for equation (2) which satisfy
the growth conditions·

(31)

The power p controls the growth or decay of the potential at infinity. By the same
techniques as above, we can prove that if p < 1 then the smoothness properties of
the solutions with localized initial data1/Jo are the same as if the potent.ial were not
present ..

Theorem 12: If p < 1 then then the conclusions of Theorem 3 continue to hold.

The size oLp is important to the problem, and for p sufficiently large the smoothing
phenomenon cannot continue to hold. The critical power is p = 2, and indeed the
quantum harmonic oscillator has explicit solutions which are instructive to discuss;

(32)

Theorem 13: (i) Mehler's formuJagives an explicit fundamental solution to (32).
(33)

h 1'<1> 1S (x,y,t) = . 'le', <I>(x,y,t) = 2(cot(t)(lxI2+lyI2)-2csc(t)x.y).
J271'isin(t)

(ii) (A. Weinstein and S. Zelditch (1981)) For a(x,O = tl~12 and Vex) = tlxl2 +
v(x), where v(x) is a Schwartz class function, then this same phenomenon of recur-
ring of singularities occurs.

The singularities of the quantum harmonic oscillator kernel occur at x' = y for
t = 0, and then recur for every t= n7l', n E Z. In the intervals between these times,
the kernel is analytic, and att = 2n7l' the singularity is at x = y again, while for
t = (2n + 1)71', the singularity is for x = -yon the antipodal point of the potential
well.

There has been recent work on this problem, with the principal symbol a(x,~) =
~1~12of the Laplacian, and with various ranges of the growth parameter p.

(34)

Theorem 14: (K. Yajima, L. Kapitanski and I. Rodnienski)(1995) Considering
tlse Schrodinger equation
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wiil: tIle potential satisfying (31) with any p < 2. The fundamental solution
Sex, y, t) is CCXJ for any t =F 0.'

,

I
I
!

\

This fills the gap left by Theorem 12 in the allowed values of p for which the
smoothness of the fundamental solution is expected. The proofs of this theorem by
K. Yajima is through a careful study of the trajectories of the classical Hamiltonian
system with Hamiltonian hex, e) = ~leI2+ Vex), in the case of potentials satisfying
(31) with p < 2. From this he constructs a parametrix for the problem in the form of
those by H. Kitada and H. Kumano-go, which-is valid in any finite interval [-T, Tj .

. The proof by L. Kapitanski and I. Rodnienski uses completely different techniques,
relying on certain specific operators which commute with the Schrodinger equation,
modulo error terms which are lower order in derivatives as well as their spatial
growth. The latter method depends very much on the fact that the operator A
is the Laplacian, but the former construction may not depend so strongly on this,
and it would .be interesting to construct a proof of Theorem 3 and Theorem 12 for
p' < 2 by use of a parametrix.

Yajima also addresses the case p > 2 in his preprint, which gives the result that
the fundamental solution lacks regularity.

Theorem 15. (K. Yajima .(1995» . Considei the problem (34) in one space
dimension, and take p > 2. More precisely, aSk that the potential Vex) E C3(R),
and outside of a bounded set ask that

(35)( i) 8;V(x) > 0 ,

(35)(ii) x8zV(x) > pV(x) > 0 ,

andfinally tba.t [C'J" j = 1,2 and 3,

(35)( iii) ./4V(x} _ 0(_1 )
c%-lV(x) - (x)

Then tbe fundamental solution Sex, y, t) is a distribution kernel which is nowhere
ct.

I will finish with a description of the heuristics behind the results on potential
terms, which depends upon the description of classical paths, and of course does
not constitute a proof. Stay in one dimension for clarity, and consider the classi-
cal Hamiltonian systems associated with the problem (34.). When V(x) = 0, the
Hamiltonian is h(x,~) = H~[2, the system is

(36)

d
-x =8{h = ~dt
·d-e = - 8:r:h = 0dt
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and the flow <p(t;x,O in the phase plane is a shearflow x(t) = Xo + tC ~(t) =
~o. The fundamental solution at t= 0 is a delta-function at. x = y, which is
schematically represented by marking the line which is its support in the phase
plane. The evolution/of the partial differential equation (~)4) can be imagined to be
approximated at large Fourier transform variable by a distribution supported on
the image of this line under the classical Hamiltonian flow <p(t; JO,O. The support
of the delta-function and its evolution under the flow are pictured in figure 2.

When V(x) = ~Ixl:l, the classical harmonic oscillator, then h(x,O = ~1';12+ ~lxI2,
and the flow in the phase plane is linear and consists of concentric circles about
the origin, with every orbitperiodio.ofthe .same period 27f. These orbits, and the
evolution of the support of the initial delta-function are pictured in figure 3.

The feature of recurring singularities at x = ±y is accurately represented in the
fact that the evolution of the line is vertical precisely at z ::;:±y at times t = mr
(see figure 3).

In the case p <2, the interesting situation is for V(x) growing at Ixl- 00, in which
case all orbits of classical solutions <p(t; x, e) are periodic, but with period which
becomes infinitely long as the energy h(x,e) = ~lel2+ V(x) is taken to infinity. A
rough sketch of the initial delta-function is as below. The feature that no interval of
the configuration space {x E R} is covered more than fini tely often by the vertical
projection of the curve, for t -j. 0 reflects accurately the felct that the Schrodinger
kernel is smooth (see figure 4).

Finally we can discuss the case of p > 2 in this way. For a potential such that
V(x) increases to infinity as [e] - 00 again all the classical orbits are periodic,
but this time the period of the orbits decreases to zero as the energy h(x,';) =
tlel2+ V(x) goes to infinity, corresponding to increasingly fast revolutions in phase
space around the origin, for increasing radius. The projection of the image under
<p(t; x,';) of the support of the initial delta-function is now wrapped around the
origin infinitely often, no matter which small time t is considered, and the projection
of the resulting curve onto any interval of configuration space always has infinitely
many components, which are unbounded in phase space. This is consist ant with
the conclusion of Theorem 15, and indeed gives an accurate heuristic argument for
the result (see figure 5).
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Counting resonances of Schrodinger operators

Richard Froese

Department of Mathematics

University of Britisln Columbia

Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada

,

O. Introduction

In the past week we have heard many talks about Schrodinger operators whose spectral

measure is singular. In my lectures, I w~nt--to, examine Schrodinger-operators whose

spectral measures are analytic. For these operators, the Green's function and the scattering

operator have meromorphic continuations into the complex plane. Singularities in these

continuations are called resonances, or scattering poles. I will discuss their asymptotic

distribution.

In this talk I will consider Schrodinger operators

H = ....b. + V

acting in L2(JRn), n odd, whose potentials V are super-exponentially decreasing. By

definition, this means that for every N there is a constant C such that

I had originally planned also to talk about some work with Peter Hislop on Laplace oper-

ators for a class of infinite volume hyperbolic manifolds. This was my original motivation

for thinking about this topic. In that setting it seems more convenient to work with the

scattering operator rather than with weighted resolvents. To illustrate this method, I will

use the scattering operator in this paper too. I believe that this method might give better

constants.

The results for Schrodinger operators that I will talk about are due to Melrose,

Zworski, Vodev and others. Two general references that I can recommend are Melrose's

book Geometric Scattering Theory [Me1] and Zworski's review article [Z1].
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1. Definition of resonances

The resolvent (H - z) -1 uf a selfadjoint operator H blows up in the operator topology

as 7: approaches the spectrum. However, when considered in a different topology, the

resolveuts of certain operators not only have limits onto a line of continuous spectrum,

but have meromorphic continuations across this/line. Poles in this continuation are called

resonances. Since poles in the resolvent in the original region of definition correspond to

eigenvalues, resonances can be thought of as generalized eigenvalues.

The spectrum of a Schrodinger operator with compactly supported potential consists

lor the positive axis together with finitely many eigenvalues on the negative axis. Thus

the resolvent (H - Z)-l is a meromorphic function on t.re complex plane cut along the

positive real axis. The poles occur at the eigenvalues. Since the Riemann surface for

Schrodinger operators in odd dimensions turns out to be the su'rface of ..;z, it is convenient

to introduce the uniformizing variable k2 = z. We make the convention that the upper

half plane 1m k > 0 corresponds to the original cut plane (the "physical sheet"). On the

k plane, eigenvalues lie on the positive imaginary axis. The two sides of the cut on the z

plane become the postive and negative real axes on the k plane.

The zpJane The k plane

Define the resolvent R(k) = (H _k2) -1 and the free resolvent Ro (k) = (-6. - P t-I.

The Greens functions G(x, y, k) and Go(x, y, k) are defined to be the integral kernels for

the resolvent operators. As a first definition, we will say that a resonance is a pole in the

meromorphic continuation of G(x, y, k).
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To get a feeling for this, let us compute the free Green- function.

Go{x uk)' = (21r)-n 1e-i({,x-y) 1 dn~'v' . 1(:12 _ ,.? ••
. R" .."

. ( k ) (n-2)/2_ t (1)- 4 21rlx _ yl H(n-2)/2 (klx - yl)

Here 1I(\~~2)/2 denotes a Hankel function of the first kind. It has a. logarithmic singularity

if n is even. From now on, we will assume that n is odd. For n = 1 and n = 3 the

expression above simplifies and we obtain

{

2ik eiklx-yl

Go(x,y,k)= 1
_.,--_...,.eik!x-y!
41rlx - yl

if n = 1

if n=3

This calculation shows that there are no resonances when V == O.

It is convenient to adopt a slightly different definition of resonances. Let Xl and

X2 be functions with compact support. Then the operator \1 Ro(k)X2 has integral kernel

XI (x)Go(x, V, k)X2(Y)' This operator can be analytically C,_ .itinued into the lower half

plane, using the continuation of the kernel: Note however that in the lower half plane the

middle factor grows exponentially in Ix - YI, so the continu ation, cannot be interpreted

as an operator product. We can now define resonances a." poles in the -continuation of

X1R(k)X2, whenever this exists. It is convenient to take the potential itself as a weight.

Define V! = sgn(V)IVI!.

Definition: A resonance is a. pole in the meromorphic continuation of the compact operator

valued function

Rv{k) = V!R(k)lVl*

As .we will see, when y' has compact support (or d su per-exponentially decreasing)

Rv{k) has a continuation to the whole complex plane. If 1/ is decreasing at some fixed

exponential rate, the continuation can be made to a strip but (probably) no futher. Given

a connected set containing the upper half space, is there a potential V with this set as

. the domain of meromophicity of Rv{k)? It seems like one ca use inverse theory to show

the existence of such a potential [Maj. 'However doesn't seem easy to find out much the

potential's properties, such as the decay at infinity.

There are many other definitions ofresonances in the liter cure. The theory of dilation

'. analyticity and translation analyticity gives rise to definitions that do not require the
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potentials to lie in such a restrictive class. They also correspond to certain exponentially.
growing solutions of the Sc~,.rodinger equation.

Resonances can also be defined as poles in the continuation of the scattering operator.

We will show below why this definition co-incides with the one we made above.

2. The counting function

How are properties of V reflected in the locations of the resonances? This is a subject

with a huge literature. However, since resonances close to the real axis are the ones that can

be measured in experiments, interest has focussed on these. Results on the asymptotic

number of resonances for large Ikl are comparitively mere recent. They were perhaps.

motivated by analogous results for obstacle scattering, on which there is a large literature,

or even by analogous questions for hyperbolic Laplacians, motivated by analytic number

theory.

The counting function is defined by

n(r) = #{resonances k : Ikl < r}

The large r behaviour gives the asymptotic density of resonances. In this lecture I want

to survey what is known for n(r) for Schrodinger operators in odd dimensions. Here is an

outline.

When n = 1 and V has compact support.

n(r) = ~diam(supp(V»r + o(r).
7r

This result is due to Zworski [Z2]. For some super-exponentially decaying potentials there

is a. comparible result [F]

n(r) = CrP + o(rP),

where p is the order of growth of the Fourier transform of V. For a class of radially

symmetric potentials in dimensions greater than one Zworski [Z3] proves

n(r) = Cnradius(supp(V))rn + o(rn).

This exhausts the examples of Schrodinger operators for which the first term in an asyrnp-

totic expansion is known.
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For a. general COOpotential in dimensions greater than one, only upper bounds are

known:

The first polynomial bound (rn+!) was obtained by Melrose [Me2]. The sharp bound (rn)

was first obtained by Zworski [Z4], with additional) work by Vodev [V]. A variation on the

techniques used for these bourids can also give bounds on su per-exponentially decaying

potentials in terms of the growth of the Fourier transform of V. We will show that if if (k)

grows like ecl>(lkl}, then

There are no lower bounds for agEmerarCg:> potential in dimensions greater than one.

For n = 3 it is known that there are infinitely many resonances [SZ). This is also known

for potentials with some positivity conditions [C!:,S]. However. for a general COOpotential

in dimensions other than one and three it is not been proved that a single resonance

exists!

3. Birman-Schwinger identities

Now we will use some Birman-Schwinger identities to prove that Rv(k) has a mero-

morphic continuation. For Irn k > 0, begin with the resolvent formula

Ro(k) - R(k)- R(k)VRo(k) = 0

and multiply on the left with vi and on the right with IFtL Recall that Rv(k) =
vt R(k)lVlt and define Rov(k) = vt Ro(k)lVlt. Then this equation reads

Rov(k) - Rv(k) - Rv{k)Rov(k) = 0,

Thus

(1- Rv(k)}(l + Rov(k)) = 1

For Im k large norm of Rov(k) is small, so (1 + Rov(k)) is invertible and

1 - Rv(k) = (1+ Rov(k))-l

The important feature of this equation is that left side only involves the operator Rov(k)

which has an explicit integral kernel with an explicit analytic continuation. This analytic
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continuation defines a compact operator on the whole complex plane (except for a pole

at zero in dimension 1). Th,.us, by analytic Fredholm theory, the left side of this formula

defines arneromorphic continuation for Rv{k) ..

From this formula we can see that the resonances are precisely those values of k for

which Rov{k) has an eigenvalue -1. Equivalently, resonances are precisely the zeros of
\

the analytic function det(l +Rov{k))-provided 'Rov{k) is trace class, Unfortunately, this

only happens when n = l.

In higher dimensions, it turns out that Rbv{k) for p > n/2 is trace class. If-1

is an eigenvalue for Rov(k), then it is also an eigenvalue for Rbv{k) for p odd. Thus

the set of resonances is contained in the set of zeros of the function det{l + R~v{k)) for

lJ > n/2 and odd. This function is entire, except for poles arising from eigenvalues. One

can therefore estimate the number of resonances by estimating the growth of this function.

This is the approach of previous work. Instead' of this we will consider the determinant

of the scattering operator. I suspect that if one kept track of the constants this method

would give a better result, since by taking the pth power one i~ forced to overcount.

4. Green's function identities

We will need the classical Green's function identity

" . kn-21Go{x V k) - Go(x y -k) = ur eik(w,:r:-lI)dw., , , ,. (2 )n7r Sn-l
(4.1)

Here is a formal derivation starting with the expression for Go as a Fourier transform,

written in polar co-ordinates, For 1m k > 0

. ' Go(x, v, k) = (27r)-n l '100

eip(w,X-lI) ') 1 pn-1dpdw.
, }S ••-l' 0 P- - k2

When k is just above the positive real axis, we deform the p contour into the lower half

plane close to k, Then we may move k right onto the positive real axis. Similarly, if k

is just above the negative real axis, we deform the contour upwards near -k and inove k

onto the negative real axis. Subtracting this two expressions, we that for k real,

Go(x, y, k) - Go(x, y, -k) = ('2;y_n .. ( 1eip(w,X-lI) 2 1 k
2

pn-1dpdw,
}sn-I!r ' p -

where r is a contour enclosing k. This is easily evaluated by residues to give the desired

. formula.
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The reason why this derivation is formal is that the integral defining Go is divergent

for large p, This can be-remedied by thinking of it as a distributional Fourier transform,

or by starting with powers of the resolvent (see [Me1]).

Let 'Irk denote the operator that" takes a: function on R n to 1ts Fourier transform

restricted to a sphere of radius k. Using this notation, the identity (4.1) for real k can be

written as an operator equation

where

This has to be interpreted as an equation involving operators between Besov spaces, since

none of the operators are bounded on L2 (R") for real k. However, if we .multiply on the

left by vt and on the right by IVlt then we do obtain an equation involving operators on

L2{Rn), namely
. T

Rov{k) = Rov{-k) + c(k)Fv (k)FWI(!c) (4.2)

where the operator FWI(k) : L2(Rn) -+ L2(sn-l) is the forma! product 'lrklVlt is given by

(FWI(k)1/!)(w) = h..eik(:r;.w)lVlt(x)1/!(x)dnx,

Since all the operators in the equation (4.2) have analytic continuations to complex k, the

equatio~ remains valid for all .k E C.

5. Connection with the scattering operator

Recall that resonances are exactly the values of k in the lower half plane for which

1 + Rov{k) has a non-trival kernel, However in dimension' higher than one we can 't

take the determinant because Rov{k) is-not trace class. One possibility to remedy this is

to multiply 1 + Rov{k) by a suitable invertible operator and then take the determinant.

For k in the lower half plane, -k is in the upper half plane, and so (I + Rov(-k)) is

invertible except at the finitely many eigenvalues of the - b. +V. We will therefore consider
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(1 + Rol'( _k))-l (1 + Rov(k)). (The disadvantage of this regularization is that we have

introduced infinitely mallY poles in the upper half plane, .uid will be forced to work in a

half plane.) Using (4.2) this can be rewritten

(1 + Rov( _k))-l (1 + Rov(k)) = (1 + Rov( -k)) -1(1 + nov (-k) + c(k)FJ (k)FWI(k))

= 1+ c(k)(l + Rov( -k)) -1F'J (k)FWI(k))

= 1+ c(k)(l- Rv( -k))Ft (k)FWI(k)

It follows from the estimates on singular values below that the second term on the left side is

trace class, so we may take the determinant. Using the identity det(l+AB) = det(l+BA)

gives

det((! + Rov(~k))-I(l + Rov(k))) = det(! + c(k)FWJ(k)(!- Rv(-k))FJ(k)).

The operators on the left are now operators on L2(sn-l). Now

c(k)FIVJ(k)(l- Rv(-k))FJ(k) = C(k)7TkW - VR(-k)V)7Tkl

which is exactly the expression from stationary scattering theory for the T matrix defined

by 1- S(k) where S(k) is the scattering operator. Thus

det(! + ~ov(~kn-l(! + Rov(k)) = det(S( -k)),

and we find that resonances correspond to zeros of S (k) in the upper half plane.

We can see from these formulas that zeros of S(k) in the upper half plane correspond

to poles in the lower half plane. This also follows from the equation S(k)S( -k) = 1.

6. Upper bounds

We now need to count the zeros of the determinant of the scattering operator in a

half-disk in the upper half plane. Thus we are counting the zeros of a function of the form

¢(k) = det(S(k)) = det(! + T(k))

where

T(k) = c(-k)FJV1(-k)(1- Rv(k))F'J(-k)

We will show below that T(k) is a trace-class operator valued analytic function in the

upper half plane. When s is real, 1 + T(s) is unitary. Moreover T(O) = O.
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.Lemma 6.1 Let ¢(k) = det(l+T(k)) where T(k) is a trace-class operator valued analytic

Junction in the closed upper halJ plane, where 1 + T(s) is unitary [or s E 1R, and where

T(O) = O. Let n(t) denote the number oJ zeros oJ ¢(k) in a lial] disk in the upper halJ

plane o] radius t. Define

N(r) = rn(t~ dt.Jo t :

Then

1 1r L 1 111'N(r) ::; -2" , CI IIT'(s)lhdsdt + - In 1¢(reili)ldB
11" 0 -t 211" 0

Here II ·111 denotes the trace norm.

ProoJ: Integrating along a contour enclosing the half disk, we have

1 f ¢'(k) .
n(t) = 211"i¢{k) dk

1 ' jt ¢'(s) 1 '1' 11' d= 211" Irn -t ¢(s) ds + 211" 0 t dt In 1¢(tei8)ldB

1 jt . 1 111' d 's -2 1¢'(s)lds + -2 t-dIn 1¢(tciiJ)ldB
11" -t 11" 0 t

We used the fact that 1¢(s)1 = 1 for real s. We are ignoring the finitely many poles, as

these don't affect the counting function. Dividing by t and integrating, we find

1 1r Jt 1 111'N(r) s -2 t-l I¢'(s)l~sdt + -2' In 1d>(reili)ldB
11" 0 -t ~ , 11" 0

We used ¢(O) = 1 to evaluate the second term. Since ¢'(s) = d>(s)tr«l + T(S))-IT'(s)),

and I¢(s) I = II(1+ T(s)) -111 = 1 for real s, it follows that for real s
,

1¢'(s)1 ~ 11«1 + T(S))-IT'(s)lh

s lI(l+T(s))-lIlIlT'(s)lIl

= IIT'(s)lb·

This completes the proof. 0

This lemma shows that to estimate N(r), we must estirna':- the trace norm of T' along

the real axis, and the growth of ¢ in the upper half plane.

Lemma 6.2 Let V bea super-exponentially decaying potential. Then Jor s E IR

IIT'(s)lIi s Clsln-
2
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Proof: The operator T(s) isa product e(s)FWI(s)(l .; R» (-s))FJ (s). We estimate each

term and its deriva.tive. To begin, we have

le(s)1 ~.Clsln-2

le/(s)1 ~ C!sln-3

\
It follows from the [generalized) limiting absorption principle [JMP] that

111- Rv( -s)11 ::; c
ilR~(-s)11 ~ c

Using the explicit integral kernels for FJ (s) and FWI (5) it easy to estimate the Hilbert-

Schmidt norms

IlF~(s)ll~ =1 {lei~(w.X)~!(x)!2dxdw ~ C
s"-IJR" .

IlFJ' (s)lI~ = r r li(w, x)eis("J.x)V~ (xWdxdw s C.
}S--l }R" . .

The same estimates hold for IlFwl(sHl-2 and IIF{VI(s)112. The proof is completed by using

the Leibnitz rule to write T'(s), and the estimate

1 !

ilABl1t s IIAlli IIBII?

o
It remains to estimate the growth of 4>(k) for complex k.

Lemma 6.3 Suppose that the Fourier transform of V satisfies the growth estimate

V(z) s Ce~(lzll

for some positive, increasing function <l> (x). Then

for any £ > 0, and some constant C.

Proof: We will use Weyl'sestimate

14>(k)I = Idet(1 + T(k))1 ::; II(1+ Ji-j(T(k)))
j
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and therefore must estimate the singular values of T(k). Using the estimate

and

(twice) we find

J.Lj(T(k)) :5l1c(-k)(1- Rv(k)lIJ.Lj (FJ'(-k) FIVI(-k))

:5 Clkln-
2J.Lj(Vk).

Where the operator Vk = F/vI(,-k)F~(-k) is an integral operator on L2(sn-1) with

integral kernelV( -k(w - w')). To e~timate the singular va.lues we will use the following

bound .without proof. (It follows from the analyticity .of V.) Let Lw denote the positive

Laplacian on,Sn-l in the variables w. Then for any e > 0 there is a constant C such that

(6.1)

Summing the Taylor expansion for the exponential, this gives, for 0 < C-1,

leeL.! V(k(w -w'HI'~ (1- oC)-le~«(2+()lkn
.. ~ .

, ,
Since the left side is the integral kernel for: the operator e6L2 \T k, this implies that

, , lIe6~.!V lcil~:5Ce~«2+()lkJ)

(The constants C may change from line to line.) Thus

; !J.Lj(Vk) = J.Lj(e-tSL", iL., V k)

s lIe6"£3 VkHllj (e-6LJ )
s Ceq,-6jl/(,,-I)

Using (6.1), we get the same bound for J.Lj(T(k)) , if we increase £ slightly. Thus

'I det(1 + T(k)) 1s IT (1 + Cefb-6jl
/(n- I)) .

.This product .is easily estimated by breaking it into two pieces. For j :5 (~/o)n-l we

obtain
jIT (1+Ce~-6jl/("-I») $- ,~11 (C + l)e~-~jl/("-l)

j~(~/6)"-1 i~(.fj)"-l

(~/5)"-1
=(C+ i)(q,/6t-1 e~" /6"-1 exp( L _ojl/(n-l»)

j=1
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For j > (~/0)n-1 we have

The sum appearing in this formula can be estimated by an integral.

Thus the product for large j satisfies the bound

II (1+ Ce~-6jl/(n':"'1») ~ ec~"-2,

j>{~/c5) ••-1

Combining the estimates for small and large {completes the proof.

o
We can now prove the promised' upper bound on the counting function.

Theorem 604 Suppose that V is a super-exponentially decaying potential with

Then
n(r) ,~ C~n(cz:) + O(q>n-l (cr))

for some constants c and C. '

Proof: It follows from the previous lemmas that

N(r)

s Clr
t-1 it Is!n-2dsdt + (21r)-11

1r

(o-:-(n-l) ~n((2 + E)r) + O(q>n-1 ((2 + E)r))) dB
o -t 0

~ C7,n-1 +T10-(n-l)~n{(2 + E)r) + O(q>n-l ((2 + (0)7'))

By looking at V along the imaginary axis) we see that <I> must grow at least as fast as 7'.

(For compactly supported VIs we have q>(r) = Cr.) Thus we can ignore the first term.

This gives
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o get an estimate on n(r) from this, note that for any s > 1, since n(7') is monotone,

lsr 1
n(r) = n(r)(ln s)-l -dt

r t

lsr n(t)
~ (Ins)-l r -t-dt

= (In s) -1(N (sr ), - N (r ))

~ (In S)-l N(sr),

This completes the proof. D
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ON THE NORM ESTIMATE OF THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
THE KAC OPERATO'R AND THE SCHRODINGER SEMIGROUP

TAKASHI ICHINOSE AND SATOSHI TAKANOBU

Department of Mathematics, Faculty of Science, Kanazawa University
Kanazawa, 920-:-11, Japan

ABSTRACT. An LP operator norm estimate of the difference between the Kac operator
and the Schrodinger semigroup is proved and used to give a variant of the Trotter product
formula for Schrodinger operators in the L" operator norm. The method of the proof is
probabilistic based on the Feynman-Kac formula.

Keywords. Schrodinger operator, Kac operator

1. INTRODUCTION

The aim of this note is to review our recent results in [6] on the estimate in the
L71 operator norm of the difference between the Ka~ operator e-tV/2e-tHoe-tV/2 and
the Schrodinger semigroup e'-tH = e-t(Ho+V), where H = Ho + V == -t6 + V is
the nonrelativistic Schrodinger operator with mass 1 and scalar potential V(x), a real-
valued continuous function bounded below, in the space LP(R d), 1 :s; p :s; 00, and also in
the Banach space Coo (n.d) of the continuous functions in Rd vanishing at infinity. Here
as the Kac operator we mention the transfer matrix for a Kac model [10] in statistical
mechanics associated wi th a potential V (x). The operator norm of this difference is
estimated by a power of small t > 0 with order greater than or equal to 1. As a by-
product a variant of the Trotter product formula for the nonrelativistic Schrodinger
operator in the LP operator norm is obtained.

Helffer ([4],[5]) was the first to treat this problem in L2, when V(x) is a COO-functiOIi
in Rd bounded below by a constant b and satisfying I&QV(xII :::; CQ(1 +x2)(2-IQIl+/2 for
every multi-index a where a+ ~ max{ a, a}, in order to relate in some asymptotic limit

the spectral properties of the Kac operator to those of the nonrelativistic Schrodingei
operator -t6 + V.
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•.,~~ In this note we want to give some essential ideas of our result [6] for the nonrelativistic
J.~br,9dinger operator with an outline of proof. For a related L2 result with operator-

,Z{~t{iteoreticmethods, we also l~fer to Doumeki-Ichinose- Tamura [2], where the problem
, in the trace norm is also treated.

', The analogous result for the relativistic Schrodinger operator H" = H; + V ==
J-6. + 1 - 1 + V we announce here is new, In this case the operator norm of the
difference between the Kac.operator and the relativistic Schrodinger semigroup reveals
a slightly different behavior for small t» O,compared with the nonrelativistic case.

The results, Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 for the nonrelativistic case and Theorems 2.3 and
2.4 for the relativistic case, are stated in Section 2. Section 3 gives the proof for the
nonrelativistic case. 'The proof for the relativistic case will be given elsewhere.

2. STATEMENT OF THE RESULTS

To formulate our theorems we want to co~sider the nonrelativistic Schr6dinger oper-
ator

I1 = Ho+ V == -~6. + V

and the relativistic Schrodinger operator

(2.1)

(2.2)

with mass 1 and scalar potential Vex), not only in L2 = L2('Rd) but also in LP =

LP(Rd),l :::;p :::; 00, and also in the Banach space Coo ~-::;:Coo(Rd) of the continuous
functions in Rd vanishing at infinity, equipped with Loo norm,

If V(x) is areal-valued locally square-integrable function in Rd and bounded below,
both Hand H" are essentially selfadjoint on COO = Coo(Rrt), which is shown by use
of Kate's inequality (Kato [11], Ichinose-Tsuchida [9]). So their unique selfadjoint.
extensions are also denoted by the same H = Ho + V and H" = H; + F.

Then their semigroupse Y" and e-~Hr have the following path integral representa-
tions (e.g. Simo~ [13],Ichiilose- Tamura- [8D:

(e-tH f)(x) = Ex [exp( -it VeXes ))ds) f(X(t))],

(e~tlrJ)Cx) -':'E~[exp( -: vexes ))ds) , (X(t))],

(2.3)

(2.4)

for f E L'l.. Here Ex (resp. E;) means the expectation or integral with respect to
the probability measure f.lx (resp. A:t) on the space of the continuous (resp. right-
continuous) paths X : [0,00) -+ Rd starting at X(O) = x such that

(2.5)



YO

(2.Gj

The measure fLx is the Wiener measure and (2.3) is called the Feynman-Kac formula,
while the measure Ax is the probability measure associated wi i.l: a Levy process with
characteristic function (2.6).

We can see via (2.3) and (2.4) that the operators e-tH and c-tW defined as bounded
operators on L2 extend from LP n L2 to bounded operators on LP for 1 ~ P < 00 (d.
Simon [14]). Both e-tH and e-tW are strongly continuous semi groups obeying

Ile-tHfllp s .e-tbllfllp,

lIe-tHr fliT s e-tbllfllp,

(2.7)

(2.8)

for f E LP, 1 $ p < 00. We denote also the generators s, and H; of these semigroups
in LJl by the same H = Ho + V and H" = Ho + V. When p = 00, e-tH and e-tW are
defined on Loo as the duals of the L1 operators. They are not strongly continuous, but
(2.7) and (2.8) hold for the p = 00 operators. The p :-= 00 operators Hoo and H~ are
theadjoints of the p = 1 operntorsE, and Hr, respectively.

In addition, if V(x) is continuous, (2.3) and (2.4) define.as well the strongly contin-
uous semigroupse-tH and e-tHr on 900 obeying (2.7) and (2.8).

In the following, II . IIp-p stands for the operator norm of bounded operators on D',
1 s p $ 00, or on Coo'

THEOREM 2.1. (The nonrelativistic case) Let 0 < S $ 1. Let m be a nonnegative
integer sucli that mo < 1 and (m +1)0 ~ 1. Suppose that V(x) is a Cm-':'funciion in R"
bounded beloui by a constant b which satisfies that

laO:Y(x)1 $ C(V(x) - b + 1)1-10'16, 0 ~Ial $ m,

'with a constant C' > 0, and further that aO'V(x), lal = m, are Holder-continuous:

(2.10)

with constants C > 0 and 0 ~ IC ~ 1 (By r; = 0 we understand aav(x), lal
bounded). Then it holds that, as t .i 0,

= 1n,

\I/? H \1/2 (H +V)
{

O(tl+(m+K)/2) m = 0,1,II -I - -t 0 -t _ -t 0 II' = '
e e e e P-P O(t1+26), m ~ 2. (2.11 )

Note that the condition (2.10) with Ii = 1 is equivalent to that ao:V(x), [o] = m+!,
are essentially bounded.

An immediate consequence of Theorem 2.1 with telescoping is the following variant
of the Trott.er product. formula.

l---------------------------~------~~---------------

(2.9)
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OREM 2.2. (The nonrelativistic case) For the same [unctiot: V(x) as in Tlieo-
1, it holds that, as n ~ 00,

II(e-tV/2ne-tHo/ne-tV/2n)n _e-t(Ho+V) 111'-+1'

{

n -1</2O( tHI</2),

= n-(HI<)/20(tH(HI<)!2),

n-2cSO(tH2'cS),

m = 0,0 < K:::; 1,
m = 1,0:::; K :::; 1,
m ~ 2.

(2.12)

The method of our proof is probabilistic based on the Feynman-Kac formula.

Examples. The functions Ixl2 (harmonic oscillator potential) satisfies the conditions
(2.9) and (2.10) for Vex) in Theorem 2.1 with (8, m, K) = 0.1,1) or a,2, 0), Ixl4-lxl2
(double well potential) with (b',m,K).= (~,3,1) or (~,4,OI. and Ixl with (8,m,K) =
(1,0,1), while IxI1/2, ixlvlO satisfy the conditions (2.9) and (2.10) with (8,m,K) =
(1, 0, ~), (1/ VIO, 3, VTIi - 3), respectively.

Remark 1. It is Helffer [5] (cf. [4], [3]) that first proved (2.11) in the L2 operator norm
(p = 2), with O(t2) on the right-hand side of (2.11), by the pseudo-differential operator
ca.lculus, when V(x) is a COO-function bounded below by I) and satisfying loO'V(x)1 :::;
Ca(1 + x2)(2-laD+/2 for every multi-index a. In fact, as his condition implies that

(2.13)

for the same a, so his result is included in the case p = 2, (8, m, K) - (1/2,1,1) or
(0, m, K) = (1/2,2,0) in Theorem 2.1.

With the condition (2.13) Dia-Schatzman [1] also has recently given an operator-
theoretical proof of Helffer's result.

Remark 2. Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 are valid with the operator Ho replaced by the
magnetic Schrodinger operator Ho(A) == H-io - A(x))2 with vector potential A(x)
including the case of constant magnetic fields (see [6], cf. [2]).

Remark 3. As for the Trotter product formula in operator norm, Rogava [12] proved
fer nonnegative selfadjoint operators A and B in a Hilbert space that, if the domain
D[A] of A is included in the domain D[B] of B and A +B is selfadjoint on D[A + B] =

D[A] n D[B] = D[A], then, as n ~ 00,

!fCe-tHlne-tA/nt _e-t(A+B)II = Oi«: 2lnn),

II(e-tA/2Tle-tB/ne-tA/2nt _ e-t(A+B)II = Orn-1/2lnn).

In this ca.se, B is A-bounded. Notice that in our Theorems 2.1 and 2.2, neither V is
!:lo--bounded nor Ho is V -bounded .

For some complementary results to Rogava's we refer to Ichinose--Tarnura [7].
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THEOREM 2.3. (The relativistic case) Let V(x) be the same function as in Theorenv
2.1. Then it holds thai, ast:1 0,

O(t1+I<),

O(t2I1ntl),
O(i2),
O(t1+20),

m = -0, 0 :S I"\, < 1,

(m,I"\,) = (O,I)or(l,O),
m = 1,0 < I"\, :S 1,
m 2:: 2.

(2.14)

An immediate consequence of 'Theorem 2.3 is the following variant of the Trotter
product formula.

THEOREM 2.4. (The relativistic case) For the same function V(x) as in Theorcni
2.1, 'it holds that, as n -+ 00,

lIe e-tVI2ne-tH~ In e-tVl2nt _e-t(H~+ V) IIp-+p
n-KO(t1+K.),

, n-10(t211n(t/n)I),
- n-10(t2),

n-2c50(t1+26),

m=O,O<I"\,<l,
tm,I"\,) = (0,1) or (1,0),
m = 1,° < I"\, :S 1,
m 2:: 2.

(2.15)

vVe need only to prove Theorems 2.1 and 2.3. In the next section' we shall give
the proof of Theorem 2.1. The proof of Theorem 2.3, which needs a somewhat more
elaborated treatment, will be given elsewhere.

3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2.1

Put
(3.1)

'Without loss of generality, we may suppose' that V(x) 2:: 1, and the condition (2.9) holds
with e ee L .

Since Q(t) are uniformly bounded operators on LP and Coo in t > 0, and since C'.:::'
is dense in LP, 1 ~ p < 00, and Coo , we have only to show that for f E Cgo with

Ilf111)= 1, IIQ(t)fllp has the order of the power 0: t as in (2.11). Here note that the LYO

case follows as the dual of the L1 case.
L

By the Feynman-Kac formula (2.3) we have for f E Cr
(Q(t)f)(x) = Ex[(exp( -HV(x) + V(X(t)))) - exp( -it V(X(s))ds) )f(X(t)l1

(" .)).v·_

r
i
t,
;
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Let p(t, x) be the heat kernel, the integral kernel of e-tHo:

(3.3)

We have
(3.4)

) with a constant eta) depending on a > 0 and the dimension d.
To avoid notational complexity, we shall assume d = 1: there is no essential change

of the following proof in the multi-dimensional case.
We use the conditional expectation first Ext· IX(t) = yl and next Eo[ . IX(t) = 0]

to rewrite (3.2) as

r

(Q(t)J)(x)

= J f(y)p(t,x - y)Ex[exp( -HV(x) + V(y)))

- exp( -lot V(X(s))ds )IX(t) = yldy

= J f(y)p(t,x - y)Eo[exp( -~(V(x) + V(y)))

- exp( -lot Vex + f(y - x) + X(s))ds) IXCt) = Oldy

= J f(y)p(t,x - y)Eo[exp( -t(V(x) + vo»)
- exp( -lot Vex + Hy - x) + X~,O(s))ds)]dy

= J f(y)p(t, x - y)d(t, x, y)dy,

) (3.5a)

e
e

)
where

ts (3.5b)d(t,x,y) = Eo[v(t,x,y)]

with
h

v(t,x, y)

= exp( ,-t(V(x) + V(y))) -exp( -lot Vex + f(y - x) + X~,O(s))ds).
(3.5c)

Further, X~,o(s) in the fourth member of (3.5a) or in (3.5c) is the Brownian bridge:

X~,O(s) = X(s) - ~X(t), aSs st. (3.6)!)
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By Taylor's theorem

e-a _ e-b = -(1_ ea:rb)e-a
m 1

= - '" ~(a - b)je-a - ~Ca - b)m+l r d8(1 ~ 8)me-(1-8)a-8b.
~ ]. In. ./0
j=l 0

Putting

w(t,x,y) = t(V(X) + V(y)) -it vex + Hy - x) + X~,O(s))ds
o 't/2 .

= - Jo (V(x + Hy - x) + X~,O(s)) - V(x))ds

- r (V(y + (1 - n(x - y) + X~,O(s)) ~ V(y))ds,
Jt/2

this yields the following expansion ofv(t,x,y) in (3,5c).

v(t,x,y)
t= -w(t,x,y)e-2'(Y(x)+V(y»

In . t-L ~w(t, x, y)3 e-'2(V(x)+V(y»
j=2

- ...Lw(t x y)m+lm! ,.,

X 11d8(1 - 8)m exp [-(1 - 8)HV(x) + V(y)) - 8 1t Vex + Hy - x) + X~IO(S ))dsj

3

== L viet, z ,v)·
i=l

(3,7)

(3,8)
Note in (3,8) that if m = 1, V2(t,x,y) is absent, and if m = 0, both Vl(t,x,y) and
V2(t,X,y) are absent,

Put
3

d(t, x, y) = L diet, z , y),
i=l

di(t,x,y) = EO[Vi(t,x,y)], i == 1,2,3.

Then the function

(3.9:1)

(3.0i

3 3

q(t, x, y) = pet, z - y)d(t, x, y) = L qi(t, x, y) == LP(t, x - y)di(t, z , y) (3.10)
i=l i=l
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. ~he integral kernel of the operator Q(t) in (3.1). Here, in (3.9ab), if m = 1, d2(t, z , y)
, absent, and if m = 0, both d1 (t, X, y) and d2(t, x, y) are absent, and so are for qi(t, x, y)

(3.10).
For m ~ 1, we have by Taylor's theorem

m-l 1

Vex + z) - Vex) = L ~!zkV(k)(x) + (m:'l)!zm 1di(1 - r)m-1v(m)(x + rz)
k=l P
m

= L i!zkV(k)(x)
k=1

+ (m:'l)!zm 101
dr(l- r )m-l (v(m)(x + rz) - v(m)(x»).

Applying this to the integrands of (3.7) yields

wet, x, y)

It/2 .
=- 0 (f(y-x)+x~,o(s)V'(x)ds

m t/2-L i! 1 (f(y - x) +x~,O(s»)kV~k)(x)ds
k=2 0 . .

- (m:l)! 11dr(! - r )m-l

ft~ . .. .
x Jo (Hy- x) + X~,O(s»m (v(m~(x + r(Hy - x) + X~,O(s))) - v(m)(x»)ds

- ( ((1- t)(x - y) + X~,o(s))V'(y)ds
Jt/2 .

~f~! it ((1 - n(x - y) + X~,O(s)kV(k)(y)ds
k=2' t/2

1 . t ' .

-(m:'l)! f dr(l~r)m-l f ((l":"t)(x-y)+X~,O(s»)m. ~ h~ .
x (v(m)(y + T((f - D(i:- y) + X?(s») - v(m)(y»)ds,

(3.11)

where the second and' fifth terms - 2::=2 on the right arc absent if m = 1.
It follows that 4 ,

w(t,x,y) = LWi(t,x,y),
i=l

(3.12a)

where
Wl(t,X: y) = *t(x - y)(V'(x) - V'(y), (3.12b)
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'W2(t, x, y) = - {V'(X) t/2

X~·o(s)ds + V'(y) jt X~·o(s )ds },io. t/2

m : 1t/2'
W3(t; x, y) = - L t {V(k)(X) (Hy·- x) + x?(s)) k ds.

k=2 0

+V(k)(y)jt ((I-n(x-Y)+X~.O(s))kds},
t/2

'W4(t,X,y) = -(m:l)! 11dr(l- r)m-l

x {1t
/
2

(t(y - x) + X~,O(s))m (v(m)(x ~ r(t(y - x) + xJ'O(s))) - v(m)(x))ds

+ 1t ((1- 7 )(x - y) + xJ,O(s))m
t/2 .

X (v(m)'(y + r((1-:-7)(x - y) ~ xJ'o(s))) - v(m)(y))ds},

(3.12c)

(3.12d)

(3.12e)
where the first term WI ( t, x, y) and second W2 (t, x, y) come from the first and fourth
terms of (3.11), and the third term W3(t1X,y) = - L~2'" 'is absent if m = 1.

According to the decomposition (3.12a) ofw(t,x,y) rewrite d1(t,x,y) as

4

d1(t, x, y) = l:d1i(t, x, y),
i=l

where d13(t,X, y) is absent. if m = 1.
VVecan use (2.9), (2.10) and that for a > 0

to show the' following leunna.

LEMIvIA 3.1. a) If m = 0, .

(3.13a)

(3.13b)

(3.14)

Iv(t,x,y)1 ~ Iw(t,x,y)1 s c It(,x - yl + IX~,o(s)ltds. (3.15)

b) 11m. ~ 1,

4 4 t
Vl(t,x,y) = LVli(t,x,y) == - LWi(t,x,y)e-2(V(x)+V(y»,

i=l i=l

(3.16a)
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, m
IVll (t, z , y)1 :5L Ix - YI'O(t'6) + Ix - ylm+ICO(t),

1=2

(3.16b)

where if m = 1, the first term 2:;:2 is absent; if m 22,

IV13(t, x,y)1 :5t O(t-I+k6) it (Ix - YI + IX~'O(s )I)kds;
k=2 0

(3.16c)

ifm 21,

(3.16d)

If m :2: 2,

IV2(t,x,y)1 :5 f{tO(CI+ik6) 1\'~-:yl + IX~,O(s)l)jkds
j=2 k=l 0 .

+O(ti-1) It(lx _ YI + IX~,oi(s)l)j(m+lC)ds}.
(3.17)

If m 2 1,

(3.18)

We give here only a few words for the proof of Lemma 3.1. (3.15) follows directly
from (3.7). (3.16a), (3.16b), (3.16c) and (3.16d) follow from (3.12b), (3.12c), (3.12d)
and (3.12e), respectively, while (3.17) and (3.18) are obtained by using the expression
(3.7) of wet, x, y) to calculate wet, x, y)i and wet, x, y)m+l.

Therefore, to prove Theorem 2.1, we need to calculate a basic quantity concerning
the Brownian bridge X~,o in (3.6) in the following lemma.

LEMMA 3.2. Let t ;::::O.

0< a < 1,
a 2 1. .

(3.19)

I Proof. Let 0 ~ s ~ t.
!
I
[,

I
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For 0 < a < 1,

Eo[lX~,O(s)la] = EoIJX(s) - X(t) + t~s X(t)la]
:::;Eo[lX(t) - X(s)la+( t~s r IX(t)la]

= / Ixlap(t - s,x)dx + e~sr /lxlap(t,X)dX

_ C(a)(l + C~8t/2)(t - st/2 :::; 2C(a)(t - st/2.

We have
Eo[(!x - YI+.IX~,O(s)l)a):::; Eo[lx - yla + IX~,O(s)la]

:::;lx_yla+2C(a)(t-s)a/2.

Integrating this yields (3.19) for 0 < a < 1.
For a ~ 1,

Eo[lX~,O(s)lal = Eo[lX(s) - X(t) + t~s X(t)I"]
:::;(Eo [lX(t) - X(s)lap/a + t~8 Eo[lX(~)lall/ar

= [(/ Ixlap(t - s,x)dx)l/a + U~S)(Jlxlap(t,x)dx)l/ar

= C(a)(1 + C~s )1/2t(t - st/2 ::;2aC( a)(t - s )a/2.

We have

Eo[(lx - yl + IX?(s)l)a] :::;(Eo[lx - ylap/a + Eo[lX~,O(s)lap/ar
= (Ix - yl + 2C(a)1/a(t - s)1/2r
:::;211

-1 (Ix - yla + 2aC(a)(t _ s)a/2).

Integrating this yields (3.19) for a ~ 1. This ends the proof of Lemma 3.2.

Now we.complete the proof of Theorem 2.1, using Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2.
To do so first we use (304) to get that for a > 0,

II/ p(t,. - y}l •• _yIBlf(y)tdyltp :::;C(a)ta/21Ifllp, f E LP, (3.20)

for 1 ~ P $. 00. This is obvious for p = 00 and seen .for 1 $ p < 00 by the Holder

inequality.
Then for m = 0 we have from Lemma 3.1, (3.15), with Lemma 3.2, (3.19)

Id(t,x,y)\ = IEo[v(t,x,yft<!~ C it Eo[(lx - yl + IX~,O(s)l)"lds

= Ix - YI"O(t) + O(tH"/2).
(3.21)
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(3.22)

For m = 1, we have d(t,x,y) = d1(t,x,y) +d3(t,x,y) with d1(t,x,y) = d11(t,x,y) +
d12(t,x,y) + d14(t,X,y), so that q(t,x,y) = ql(t,lx,y) + Q3(t,X,y) in (3.10). We have
from Lemma 3.1, (3.16b) and (3.12c) with Lemma 3.2, (3.19)

Idll(t, x, y)1 = IEo[vu(t, x, Y)]1 ::; Ix - yl1+KO(t),

and

d12(t,x,y) = EO[V12(t,X,y)] = 0,

(3.23a)

(3.23b)

because Eo [W2(t, x, y)] = 0, which is crucial ~n the present work. We have from Lemma
3.1, (3.16d) and (3.18) with Lemma 3.2, (3.19}

)

I
I

Id14(t,x,y)1 = IEo[V14(tjX,y)lI ::;~!it Eo[(lx - yi -I- 1!X~,O(s)\)1+K]ds

= Ix- YIHKO(t) + O(tH(HK)/2),

and

Id3(t, x, y)1 = IEo[V3(t, x, y)ll :5 O(t-H26) it Eo[(lx - yl + IX~'O(s )1)2]ds

+ OCt) it Eo[(\x -: y\ + IX~'O(s)1)2(1+K)jds

= Ix - YI20(t26) + O(t1+26) + Ix - yI2(1+K)O(t2) + O(tHK).

It follows from (3.23abc) and (3.24) by (3.10) and (3.20) that

IIJ Ig(t,., Y)lIf(y)ldYllp·::; O(t1+(l+K)/2)lIfllp'

(3.23c)

(3.24)

(3.25)

For m ~ 2 we have from Lemma 3.1, (3.16b) and (3.12c) with Lemma 3.2, (3.19)

m

Id11(t, x, y)1 = IEo[V11(t, :r, y)ll ::; L Ix - YI10(t16) -+- Ix - ylm+KO(t),
1=2

and

(3.26a)

(3.26b)
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because EO[W2(t,x,y)] = O,which is again crucial. We have from Lemma 3.1, (3.16cd),
(3.17) and (3.18) with Lemma 3.2, (3.19)

. m t

Id13(t, x, y)1 = IEo[V13(t, x, Y)]1 s L O(t-H~6) J Eo[(lx - yl + IX~'o(s )l)k]ds
k=2 0

m

= L(lx - ylkO(tk6) + O(t(H26)k/2)),
k=2

and

Id14(t,x,y)1 == IEo[v14(t,x,y)]I s ~! 1t Eo[(lx - yl + IX~,O(s)\)m+Klds

= Ix - ylm+KO(t) + O(tH(m+K)/2),

\d2( t, x, y)1 = IEo(V2( t, x, y)]I
m m t "

Sc ~ {~OW1+jk6) 1. Eo[(lx - y] + ]Xi,O(s)l)ik]ds

+ O(ti-l) lot Eo((lx ~ yl + IX~,O(s)\)j(~+K)]ds}

m m

= I: {I:(lx - ylikO(tik6) + O(t(H26)ik/2))
j=2 k=l

+ Ix - yl·i(m+K)O(ti) + O(t(m+2+K)j/2)};

Id3(t,x,y)1 = IEo[V3(t,x,y)]I

.~f o(t-H(m+l)k6) it Eo[(lx - yl + IX~,O(s)l)(m+l)klds
k=l 0

. + O(tm) 1t Eo[(lx - yl + IX~'O(s )1)(m+l)(m+K)]ds

m

= I)lx - yl(m+l)kO(tk6) + O(t(H26)(m+l)kj2))
k=l

+ Ix - yl(m+l)(m+")O(tm+1) + O(t(m+l)(H(m+K)/2»).

(3.26c)

(3.26d)

(3.27)

(3.28)

l'

"
, ~'

I
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It follows from (3.26abcd), (3.27) and (3.28) by (3.10) and (;).20) that

IIJ Iq(t,., y)lIf(y)ldylip ::; {f O(t(1+26)1/2) + O(tl+(m..LK)/2)
1=2

m

+ L O(t(1+26)k/2) + O(tl+(m+K)/2)
k=2
m+l m

+ :L(:L O(t(1+26)jk/2) + O(t(m+2+K)j/2»)}lIfllp
j=2 k=l

= O(t1+26)llfllp·

(3.29)

This ends the proof of Theorem 2.l.
Remark. In view of (3.1e:) we have obtained, with (3.21), (3.23abc)-(3.24) and

(3.2oa.bcd)-(3.27)-(3.28) above, the estimate of the integral kernel q(t, x, y) in terms
of pit.,» - y) times a finite positive linear combination of powers of Ix - yl and t.
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THE DENSITY OF STATES FOR MULTIDIMENSIONAL
CONTINUOUS RANDOM SCHRODINGER OPERATORS WITH

SINGULAR RANDOMNESS

FREDERIC KLOPP

\
O. INTRODUCTION

The present paper is the text of a set of two lectures given at the Institute of Ma-
thematical Sciences (Madras) during the conference "Spectral Theory of Schrodinger Ope-
rators". These lectures deal with the density of states for random Schrodinger operators
especially in the case of singular randomness.

The motivation for the study of random Schrodinger operators comes mainly from
solid state physics. These operators are the hamiltonians modeling cristals with impurities
(see e.g [16J and the lectures by W.Kirsch in this volume).

This paper will deal with the d-dimensional continuous Anderson model with singular
randomness. The random potentials we consider will be of Bernoulli type.

1. TIlE CONTINUOUS ANDERSON MODEL - THE DENSITY OF STATES

1.1. The continuous Anderson model. Let W be a Zd-periodic, bounded, real-valued
function on )Rd. Let us define the following periodic Schrodinger operator: Ho = -6 + 111.
Ho is essentially self-adjoint on ego, lower semi-bounded and its self-adjoint extension on
U(JRd) has H2(JRd) as domain. Let u{Ho) be the spectrum of Ho. We know that the
spectrum of H is made of bands of purely absolutely continuous spectrum (cf [18] or [21]).

Let V be a function that is not identicallyO and that satisfies

37] > 0, C > 0 such that Vx E JRd, 1V(:r!! :::;Ce-1J1xl.

Let (WI' )")'EZd be independently identically distributed (i.i.rl) bounded ra.ndom variables.
We then consider the following random Schrodinger operator

H; = Ho + L w-yV; where V")'(x) = V(x -I)·
1'eZd

Hw is the continuous Anderson model. As the (w-y)")'EZd arc supposed to be bounded, all
the possible Hw (i.e the realizations of the Anderson model are bounded perturbation of
Ho; hence they are self-adjoint £2(JRd) with domain H2(!P?..dI•

(1)

It is a pleasure to acknowledge the support of the Erwin Schrodingcr Institute (Vienna) and the Institute
of Mathematics and its Applications (Minneapolis) where part of thi vork has been done.
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Rather than a single operator, a random operator is a family of operators endowed
with a probability structure; in the case of the Anderson model, the probability structure
is the one induced by the random variables W = (W"Y)')'EZd.

Under the assumptions made above, one proves that the A~derson model is station-
nary and ergodic (for a proof of these and all the. following general facts, the reader may
turn to the lectures by W. Kirsch in the same volume or to [17]). Ergodicity ensures the
existence of a closed subset of JR denoted by E lsuch that, for almost every w, E is the
spectrum of Hw. E is the (almost sure) spectrum of Hw' The same way the spectral type
of this family of operators is almost surely the same. The aim is then to understand what
is the almost sure behaviour of this family.

In the sequel, we will be interested in the special case when the common law of the
random variables W = (w')' )"YEZd is .a Bernoulli law. More precisely, we will assume that
their common distribution law is defined by P(wo = 1) = J.L and P(wo = 0) = 1 - J.L, where
J.L is chosen in (0,1). In this case, we will speak of the continuous Bernoulli Andel'sol!
model. J.L is the concentration; it is easily seen that J.L is the expectation of the number, of
impurities per units of volume in the Bernoulli Anderson model.

1.2. The density of states. 'Let l > 0 and Al be a cube in JRd centered at 0 and of
sidelength l, Define H~I = HwlAI that is Hw restricted to Al with Dirichlet boundary
conditions. For ..\ E JR. define' ' ,. .

(2) .N,(..\) = Vol~Al)#{,,\ni x, is an ~~gen;valucof HF(t) and x, ~ ..\}
and N/(d..\) = o>...N" its derivative; it is a positive discrete measure on JR. Then one shows
that there exists a non-random measure N(d>..) such that, with probability I,

lim NJ(d..\) = N(d..\) (in t4e vague topology),
l-t"~oo .

and, one has the following formula

(3) N(d..\) = Ew{Tr(xoEw(d..\)Xo)}

where Ew( d..\) is the spectral resolution of Hw,Xo is the characteristic function of the cube
centered in 0 with sidelength I, Ew is the average with respect to the probability measure
defined by the (t,),)"YEZJ and Tr(A) is the trace of A. For a proof of these facts, we refer to
the lectures by W. Kirsch in this volume and to [17].

N(d..\) is the density of states of Hw. It is a positive measure supported in 2::.
Moreover it is a tempered distribution, that is an element of the Schwartz space S',
When dealing with the continuous, Berno'ulli Anderson model, we will denote the density
of states by NJ.'(d..\).

The main questions concerning this measure are
1. What is its support?
2. How regular is it?
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"'!'helirst question we answered already, even if only in an implicit way, as we do not know
J
·.iu general how to compute E (nevertheless see, e.g W. Kirsch's lectures, [10J or [17]). We
1:~vill not. dwell any longer on this question.

As for the regularity, it is the main motivation for the rest of this lecture.

2. SOME KNOWN RESULTS ABOUT THE REGULARITY OF N

Th« regularity of the density of states depends crucially on the regularity of till
distribution of the random variables (w-y )-yEZd. To underline this aspect, we will first give;
heuristic proof of the Wegner estimate in the case of continuous probability distribution,
for the (w.y )')'EZd, then recall some known results in the case of singular distributions.

2.1. The Wegner estimate: a heuristic. A so called Wegner estimate is an estimate
on
( -1 )

N/(("\o _.- c,..\o + cD:::: 1Ew(#P; >. is an eigenvalue of H~/ and X E (..\0 - c,..\o + c]})

for [large and e small, when ..\0 is some fixed energy. As we already saw, when renorrnalizcd
by the volume of A" this quantity converges to the integrated density of states at '\0 +
minus the integrated density of states at ..\0 - c. So one expects it to grow with 1\/ lllJ('

decrease with e (if the density of states is to be regular).
For the sake of simplicity, let us assume that the potential V has compact support. if'

some cube centered at 0 of side length less than 1. Sc

H~/ = (- b.)f+ I: w, \!~
')'EZdni\r

where (-b.)f is the Dirichlet Laplacian ill A/.
So we are only left with a. finite dimensional space of random para.meters. Let u:

ca.1l these finitely many parameters W = (w'Y)'YEZd. Let ('\j(W))7=l be the eigenvalues of«: that lie in [..\0 - C:o, '\0 + co] for some possible choice of w that is for some W in tll!
support of the probability measure defined by the initial random variables (here co > 0 i~
fixed). The existence of the density of states guarantees that their number N is of orde:
the volume of A/.

We can write

N/((>'o - c,..\o + c]) = e, ( LX('\o-~,,\o+~J(..\j(W)))
l~j~N

~L JP>{>.i(W)E(/\o-E,..\o+E]}.
l~i~N

(here XA is the.characteristicfunction of the set A and JP>{E} is the probability of the even
E).
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So we need to estimate lP'{Aj( w) E (>'0 - E, >'0 + E])" The mapping W t---+ >.j (w) reali zes
a projection from the parameter space onto the real axis; and we want to measure the
size (with respect to the probability measure on the parameter space) of the preimage of
some interval. The idea is then to find V a vector field in the parameters w such that the
eigenvalue >'j(w) moves when w moves along the flow of the vector field. The flow of V
foliates the parameter space nicely and the volume we want to measure is just the volume
contained in a layer between two leaves (see figure 1)" This volume will then be of size
the width of this layer at least when the probability measure has a nice density. So if one
is able to do this for all the eigenvalues, one gets an estimate of the form

N/((>'o - E, >'0 + E]) :::; CcVol(A/).

To be able to do this for all eigenvalues ata time, one may choose V so that H~/ derivated
along V has nice properties (e.g positivity) .

" .. .. .
. .

. .
'.

FIGURE 1. Foliation and projection of the probability space

In singular cases like the Bernoulli case, the probability measure is supported by
discrete points in the parameter space; so to be able to conclude we would need to compute
the number of points in the given layer; this is a much harder problem, as it comes up to
knowing more or less exactly the nature of the mappings (w t---+ >'j(W)h~j~N'

The right choice of vector field is model dependent; for the Anderson model, discrete
or continuous, in many cases, one may use the divergence vector field (for exemple, see
[22], [9], [2], [13] or W. Kirsch's lectures in this volume). For the continuous Anderson

"model, another, more elegant, way of proving Wegner estimates has been developed in [3]
(see also P. Hislop's lectures in this volume); it is nevertheless based on the same picture.

Different types of randomness may require different v-ctor fields (cf [11], [14]).

2.2. Some results in the singular case. We will recall some of the mathematically
proven results 'about the density of states for random Schrodinger operators with singular t
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randomness. These results are mostly one dimensional or they deal only with the discrete
case. The problem is open tor continuous models in dimension larger than one.

In one dimension or for the discrete Anderson model in higher dimension, it has been
proved (se [5], [4]) that the integrated density of states in Log-Holder continuous that is.
it satisfies locally an estimate of the form .

1
. , 1 C.

N~>") - N(>') =s; log I>' _ ;'1 for some C > o.

This result was proved for general ergodic models. To the author's knowledge, such genera
results do not yet exist for continuous random Schrcdinger operators in dimension greater
than 1.

For the one dimensional discrete Bernoulli Anderson model, it was proved in [lJ
that for large enough disorder, the density ofstates has a singular continuous component
A heuristics given in [7J and made rigourous in [20J shows that the maximal possibl.
regularity of the density of states for the one dimensional Bernoulli Anderson hamiltonian
is decreasing as p, tends to O. Let us notice here that t:1e limit p, -+ 0 and p, -+ 1 arc
equivalent as one can pass from one to the other, by a c:1ange in Ho (i.e a change in the
periodic potential).

A rigorous study of the density of states has also been done near certain critical
energies. At these thresholds, the density of states tends-very quickly to 0; when the
threshold "is an edge of the spectrum, the density of states exhibits a Lifshitz tail behaviour
(see [6]). There exists also a lot of enlightening numerical and physical studies on the
regularity of the density of states; we will not review this material here; for these one may
look up [16J or [!7].

3. AN ASYMPTOTIC EX PA-NSION IN THE CONCENTRATION

The asymptotic expansion we want to give now is not directly related to the regularity
of the density of states; nevertheless in the limit of the concentration tending to 0, it gives
a picture of why the density could be singular. Such expansions for the density of states
and the related picture have been used by physicists (e.g [15], [16]).

3.1. Krein's spectral shift. Let A be a finite subset of JRd. Let us define HA = Hi, +
I:"YEA V...,. HA is Ho-relatively compact. Moreover, for r.p, a function in S(l~,), the Schwartz
space of rapidly decreasing functions, the operator r.p(HA) - r.p(Ho) is trace class. One
defines the temperate distribution ('(A) by

(5) Vr.p E S'(JR), «'(A),r.p) = Tr(r.p(Ho) - )?(HA))'

('(A) is supported in the spectrum of HA; outside of the spectrum of Ha, it is positive
linear combination of Dirac deltas located at the discrete eigenvalues of HA (see [23]).
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3.2. The expansion theorem. One has
,

Theorem 3.1. NIL admits ~n asymptotic expansion in S'(JR.) in powers of /1 when J1 tends
to 0, More precisely, there exists a sequence of distributions (nk)J;EN such that

• for k ~ 0, nk E S'(JR.),
• for N > 0, there exists I . IN, a semi-norm. in S(JR.) such that, for cp in S(IR: , one

has

(6)
N.

I(NJ.I' cp) ~E/1k(nk' cp)1 ~ f.1.N+l I cp IN
k=O

for /1 in ]0, 1[.
Moreover the (nkhEN are given by the following

'. no is the ¢ensity. of states of Ho!

• for k ~ I, n" is given by the following ..catwevnen; (in S'(JR.)) series

(7) nk = - ,2: :L)-l)#A-#A('(A),
ACZd ACA

#A=k and OEA

We will not give a complete proof of this result; it may be found in [13]. Let us first
explain the convergence of (7) in the simplest non trivial case that is k = 2 (in the case
k = 1, there is only 1 term)' For k :::::2, (7) becomes

(8) n2 == -2: E (-l)#A('(A).'
~ezd AC{O,,,!}

We will just consider the convergence problem outside of the spectrum of Ho. So let us
compute n2 on <p, a Coo function C9mpactly supported outside of the spectrum of He:
Then either of two cases occurs: either the support of cp does not intersect the spectrum
of H{o} or it contains finitely many :discrete eigenvalues of H{o}. Let us assume we are in
the first case. Then the sum E"!EZdEAc{Q,"!}( -1)#ATr(cp(HA) - cp(Ho)) has only a finite
number of terms as the eigenvalues-of HA tend to those of H{o} when, tends to infinity.

If we are in the second case, then we may assume that the support of cp contains
a single eigenvalue of H{o} that we will denote by A. For the sake of simplicity let us
assume that A is of multiplicity 1. For, E z-, let ()'j(-Y)h<j<J be the eigenvalues of H{o,,,!}
'in the support of 'to? The eigenfunctions associated to th~ (~j (-y) h<j<J are exponentially
localized either near 0 or near ,. By standard perturbation theory, ~'V~knowthat for some,0 > 0, if I, I>~fo, there will be at most two eigenvalues of (Ai(,))l:Si:9 contained in the
support of cpo Let us denote these eigenvalues by A± (,). One has the following estimate

(9) IA±(,) -)..1 ~ Ce~cl"!l for some c, C > O.
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Hence, .
(

(10) (n2,r.p) = - L L (-l)#ATr(r.p(HA) -r.p(Ho))
..,ezd AC{O,1'~
bl$1'O

-\L (<pP+b)) + r.p(-\-b)) - 2~(-\)) .
..,ezd

1..,1>"'0

By (9), the second term in the right hand side of (10) converges absolutely. Moreover we
see that to estimate it we will need one derivative of <pso 712 is distribution of order 1 and
not a measure anymore.

For k ~ 2, the alternate series in (7) are convergent in S'(IR.) but its sum is not
a measure: it is a distribution the order of which is increasing in k. So the asymptotic
expansion (6) is a diverging series. Nevertheless, in the sequel, we will see that for (1

certain restricted class of test functions it converges.

4. Tus BEHAVIOR OF N/.& IN THE SPECTflA.L GAPS OF Ho

The asymptotic expansion (6)' permits us to 'study the beha.vior of the integrated
density of states in the gaps of the spectrum of Ho when 11. tends to O. In this limit, it is
clear that the integrated density of states goes toO in the spectral gaps of H«. One also
knows that, it concentrates at the possible discrete eigenvalues of Ho + V (see [8]). We
will see that it actually concentrates near the eigenvalues created by any' finite number ol
perturbations of Ho.

Let A be a finite subset of Zdj let u(A) be the spectrum of H/\.. Our assumptions
on V guarantee that H" is a relatively compact perturbation of H«. By Weyl's Theorem
Ell. has only discrete eigenvalues outside of the spectrum of H«. These eigenvalues cat
only accumulate at the edges of the essential spectrum of H/\.. Let us define ~disc(A) Cl~

the closure of the discrete spectrum of H,,; so Edisc(A) contains the discrete eigenvalues o!
lh and possibly some endpoints of the spectrum of H«.

Definition 4.1. For k > 1, we define the set of the k-cigenvalues of (Ho, V) by £k -
U~disc(H,,).
#A=k

Remark 4.1. For A C Zd: A finite, ('(A) is supported in o-(A). Hence supp(nr ) C

u(Ho)U (~, e,).
One shows
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Proposition 4.1. E; = £1:and for k ~ 2} £k = £1;U£k-1 = U e; Moreover, for I, a
j=1

closed interval in IR\ (J(H), the points in £k n [\ £k-l n [ are isolqied in £k n [ (J denotes
the closure of I].

The proof of this proposition is given in [13]. Let us just recall its main ideas. It
relies on the exponential localization for eigenfunctions associated to eigenvalues of H i\

located in gaps of Ho. From this localization property: one deduces that a converging
sequence of k-eigenvalues can only have- two different types of limits either a j-eigenvalue
for j less than k or a k-eigenvalue (that is not a .j-eigenvalue for j less than k); in the
latter case, the sequence has to be almost constant (i.e constant for large enough indices).

For [ C 1R\ (J(Ho),we define nk(I) to be the number of k-eigenvalues of (Ho, V)
in [ counted with multiplicity; more precisely, if we denote the spectral projector of [It.
as~ociated to the eigenvalue). by Ih().), then

nk(I) =:E L ~·ank(IIA().))'
ACZd >.elriu(Ih'

#A=k ctOeA

Obviously, nk(I) takes its values in [0, +00]. The behaviour of the integrated density of
states inside the gaps of (J(Ho) is then.givenby the •

Theorem 4.1. Let [ be an open interval such that its closure is contained in a gap of
(J(Ho). Then

• if t c.£k =I- 0 and it for :l :5 j$~ ""';.1, 7 n e, = 0 then 0 .::: nk(I) < +00 and

NI'(I) = i'NI'(dE) =nkCLJj.£/G(l + 0(1-£)) when J-L -+ 0, J-L > 0,

• if for 1s j s .~,7 n e, = 0 then,

NI'(I} ==tNI'(Cl~f =.Q(J-Lk+l) when J-L -+ 0, J-L > O.

1e.v 3e.v

FIGURE 2. The "fractal" stru~ture
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In figure 2, some 1, 2 and 3-eigenvalues are shown. i\ I.:-eigenvalue is represented by
it dash. The dash is of size :logarithmically proportional to the inverse of the asymptotic
(when I~-+ 0) size of NIJ. at the k-eigenvalue. In the limit p tends to 0, the density of states
exhibits a fractals structure. This explains the possible existence of singularities for the
density of states. Physical heuristics' and numerical experiments suggest that such singu-
larities should only exist in dimension 1 but should be smoothed out in higher dimensions
(see [16J for physical arguments, and [lJ for 1 dimensional mathematical results).

5. CONVERGENCE OF THE ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION

As we already underlined, the expansion (6) is only asymptotic. We will now prove
that, for a restricted set of test functions (that we will characterize) this asymptotic
expansion is absolutely convergent, and that its sum is the density of states computed
against the test function. More precisely, one has

Theorem 5.1. Let r.p be an entire function in <C such thai, f01' some e > 0, r.p is rapidly
decreasing in a dornain of the form {z E <Cj I ~z 1< e I Rz I}. Then,

1. the power series L (nk' r.p)J.Lk is absolutely convergent. for fL E <C,
kEN

2. f01' P, E [0, 1],
+00

(NIJ.( d>..), r.p) = L {£k(nk' r.p).
k=O

Remark 5.1. In Theorem 5.1, we did not try to obtain the largest class of functions r.p
for which this' result holds. From the proof, one sees that. one can certainly restrict the
domain where ip needs to be analytic and relax the decay conditions at infinity. Neverthe-
less, analyticity and decay will be requiredin some neighborhood of 2:;, the almost sure
spectrum.

5.1., The proof of Theorem 5.1. The proof of Theorem 5.1 will more or less follow the
lines of the proof of the asymptotic expansion.

As 2:; is lower semi-bounded, we may assume
that 2:; is contained in the positive half-axis (one just
needs to shift Ho by some constant). Then, by [10],
for any realization of w, (J(Hw) is contained in the
positive half-axis. Let T > O. Define rT to be the
following path in the complex plane rT = I'1uf~uri

~ ±where f1 = {z = Tel; 0 E (rr/2,3rr/2)}, f2 -
{~z = ±T, 0 ~ !Rz ~ 2T/c} and ri = {~z - fr
±c:Rz /2,!R:z ~ 2T / s].

Notice that for any T > a
(11) Vz EfT, 1 < I z I , < Jl + C2.

. - dist(z, (0, +00)) -
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Then, using the Cauchy Formula, the Spectral Theorem and Fubini's Theorem, one
gets, for wEn,

<p(Hw) = ~ ( cp(z)· (z - Hw)-ldz.
2m lr .

Using (3) and Fubini's Theorem, we know that

(12) (NI-" cp) = ~{Tr(Xocp{Hw)Xo)} ~ Tr(~ {Xocp(Hw)Xo}),

(by [12], sup IIxocp{Hw)Xollt < +00, here 11·111 is the trace-class norm).
w

Fubini's Theorem yields

It.,{Xocp(Hw)Xo} = ~2': ( cp{z)· It., {Xo(z - HwrlXo}dz.m Jr
Then we get,

Le~ma 5.1. There exists C > 0 such that, for T > (C'f.L)2, one has the following 1m1-
fOI'mly norm-converqent expansion for z E rl,
(13) ~{xo(z - Hwt1Xo} = L I1-k Mk(z),

kEN
•

where Mk is defined by the following uniformly norm-convergent expansion for z in rT J

. Mk(Z) = 2::L)~I)k-#AXo(z - HArlXO'
ACZd ACA#A=/e

Moreover, for k ~ 2a, Af..\:{z) is a trace-class operator and one has

(14)

(15)
.' • k

sup IIMJc(z)lh s ( ~)
ZErT . vT

Let us now compute, for k ~ 1,

(16)

\ .

.r cp(z)· Mk(Z)dz = L I:(-l),,-,#A { cp(z)Xo(z - HAt1Xodz
Jr . , ACZd ACA Jr

#A=k

.= I: L(-I)k""!#A 1cp(z)xo ((z - HArl - (z - Horl) xodz
ACZdACA r
#A=k

= 2irr I:' 2.)-1)k-#Axo (cp(JIA) - cp(Ho)) Xo·
ACZdACA
#A=k

By equations (2.9) and (2.3) in [12], we know that the last term of this equality converges

. absolutely in trace-class norm, so l cp(z) . Mk(Z)dz is trace class for any k. Moreo~er for
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k > 2d and some C >0 (depending on T), as <p is rapidly decreasing at infinity, one has
: k

(17) III<p(z) . Mk(z)dzIl1 ::; C' (5r )
So, for T > (C1-')2, one has

(18) lFw{Xo<p(Hw)Xo} = LI-'k~\ f<p(z). Mk(z)dz,
keN m Jr

and the series on the right hand side converges absolutely in trace class norm. Plugging
(16) and (18) into (12) gives "

(19) (Nil, <p) = L I-'kTr (~ r <p(z) . i'vh(z)dZ)
keN 2m Jr

and

L 2:(_1)k-#A L Tr ((<P(HA) - <p(Ho)) x-) ,
ACZd ACA -reZd

#A=k and OeA

= (nk,<p).
This ends the proof of Theorem 5.1.

5.2. Proof of Lemma 5.1. We are now just left with proving Lemma 5.1. To do this
we will follow the same strategy as in [12]. Therefore we will use the following estimates.
For Q E z-, let XO be the characteristic function of the cube of sidelength 1 centered ill
0'. There exists 7J > 0 and C > 0 such that for wEn, for T > 1, for z EfT, for
(a,{3) E Zd X Zd,

(20) II (" H )-1 II < C -rllo-!31
XaZ

- w X!3 -dist(z,[O,+oo))e ,

and, for p > d/2,

(21) IIXo(z - HwtIX!3l1p ::; Cpe-1)la-!3I,

(where II· lip is the p-th Schatten cla-ss norm).
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These estimates are obtained using a Combes-Thomas argument (see [19} and [12]). The
uniformity of these results with respect to'T and z is an immediate consequence from
(11).

For I >0 and wEn, we define Hw,(= H + L,EAI W-y V-y (l.1ereAl is cube in za of
center 0 and sidelength l). Using (20), one proves

(22)

By definition Hw,l depends only on finitely many random variables (i.e. the one indexed
by 'Y E AI)' Hence, if we define

PI(Z,P) :=~{(xo{z - Hw,d-1Xo)}

-= r (Xo(z - HI(t)t1Xo) 0(Jl(h +(1 - Jl)5o).
J[O,l]hl .1'''1 •

(23)

then PI(z, Jl) is a bounded operator-valued polynomial in j.L of degree #AI. Hence we may
expand it using Taylor's formula to an arbitrary order N and get

N p(k)(z 0) N+l 11 .
PI(z, j.L) = L I kt' j.Lk + JlNt . p/N+1)(z., uJl)(l - u)N duo

k=O' ~ 0 .

(24)

. To compute the coefficients in this expansion, we notice that in (23), we are integrating
a function with respect to a measure on a finite set; this measure depends analytically in
the parameter Jlj so we just have to write the Taylor expansion in Jl for this measure and
integrate the function against it; we compute .

(25) :;. ( ~(I'5,+ (1 -1').0))
= L L (';"I)#B061Q950 0 (p(h + (1- p)oo).

-YIEA"".()'k.E~1 AuB={"l'1, ... ,-Yk} A B A,\{-rl, ... m}
-Yi#-Yj for 1#) AnB::::0

Hence, for· k '~ 1, we get

P(k)( )pk(z 11.) = I Z,Jl
I s r: k!

= ~!.L L· (-I)#(A\A)E:.,{Xo(z - H-YI,...m,A,wt1Xo},
')'1 EA,,",,/'kEA, AC.{-Yl,...m,}
')';#/'j for i#j

.(26)

where
,i.
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One easily checks that this equality may be rewritten in the following form
,
'.

(27)

where

• H.·'(J •...• 'Y" •...,.t = H + .Ll$j$ktjlf.yj + E-yE(A,\ht •...•..,,,})w-:rV..,,
• (tjh$j$k are LLd. random variables taking value in [0,1]'
• at = ® atj and dt = ® dtj•

l$j$k l$i$k

We define

a..,•.....'Y",I(z,JL) = r . ~ {X08t [(z - IJ..I1 •.... -••••w.d-1] Xo} dt
~~lJA .

= L1 ~{bu ..Y1•... mAz, Jl)} dt.
uE6" [O.IJA

where 6k is the group of permutation of {I,.... ,k} and

(2Q) b ,(z Il) - Xo(z - H )-1 V. (z - H t)-1 v.: ...u U•..,I •.. ·.7". ,,... - ..,I •...• ..,",w,t ",,,(1). "11•... ,1'",..." "1.,(2)

... v.: (z - H t)-IXO"10'(") 1'1''''o'l'lt,W, •

Using (20), one gets, for some 7J > 0, C > 0 and for any z E r
T

,

(29) sup r ~ {IIbu,1'I •..• m,l(Z,Il)II}dt
IJE[O,IJ i[O.I]A

< ( C )k+l e-'7h"(I)le-7Jhu(I)-1'CI'(2)1 •••
- dist(z, (0, +00))

'" e-'7I-tCl'(k-I)-1'O'(kJl
e

-7JbCl'{k)I.
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Hence, for l 2: 1,

(30)

Using the same arguments, one gets, for l2: [' 2: 1 :01' z EfT,

(31)
"Y1EAi, •• ·m,EA,

"Yi f:.'Yj for i,#i
h"I>I'

(
C )k+l '

:5 1]clist(z,[O,+oo)) e-1/1'.

So one has that (Pt(Z,O))kEN is a norm Cauchy sequence, hence it convergesin norm, so
lim Pf{z,O) = Nh(z). Then using (30), ;(22) and (24), taking the limit l --r +00, we get.

1-++00 ",
that, for z E rT,

(32) Ew{xo(z .....Hwt1Xo} = L,J.Lk Mk(z),
kEN

where the convergence is uniform for z E fT. This gives (13) of Lemma 5.1. To gel (14)
for k > 2d, in the estimate (28), one replaces half of the norm estimates used in (28) to
get (29) by the Schatten class estimate (21). So one gets that the terms bO'."Y\, ... mAz, 11) are
trace-class and satisfy estimates of the type (29) but for the trace class norm (with k/2
inverse powers of dist(z, [0, +00 ))). (14) follows from this by the summation performed ill

(30).
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KREIN'S SPECTRAL SHIFT FUNCTION AND TRACE FORMULA

A. MOHAPATRA •

, ,

Mathematical Science Division
Institute of Advanced Study in Science and Technology

Khanapara, Guwahati-22, Assam

This article is purely mathematical in nature and for some of the applications the reader is
referred to [SM], [S] and [K]. In the first section we briefly discuss the existence of the spectral shift
function for a pair of unitary operators whose difference is trace class and as an application of it
VlifJ obtain the same for two self adjoint operators whose resolvent difference is trace class. In the
second section we discuss the function classes for which the trace formula is valid.
Notations. 7-l stands for infinite :iimensional separable Hilbert space, Hand Ho stand for a pair
of self adjoint operators in 1{ with D(H) and D(Ho) the respective domains, p~H) and p(IIo)
the respective resolvent sets, R; = (H - zI)~l and R~ = (JIo - ::I)-l the corresponding resolvent
operators, and U and Uo a pair of unitary operators. The symbols il.lI, 1I.lh, represent the operator
or vector norm and the trace norm respectively. B1 ~tandS for the class of all trace class operators
in 1-£.. ' : -~.,

1 THE XI FUNCTION

In a finite dimensional Hilbert space H, if Hand Ho are two self adjoint operators, then setting
e(').) = EJ,. - E),., E),. and E~ being the spectral families of Hand Ho respectively, one can easily
check that

(i) fIR e(A)dA= Tr[H - Hol,

(ii) Tr[cf>(H) - cf>(Ho)] = fIR e(Ah~1(A)d)'

for any cf>E cl(.JR).

(1.1)

(1.2)

'This work was done when the author was a Post Doctoral Fellow in Indian Statistical Institute, Delhi Centre. He
acknowledges with thanks financial support from the Department ~f Atomic Energy, India through N.B.H.M. of a Post.
Doctoral Fellowship.
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The function ~ is called the Krein's spectrai shift function and the second eqaulity is calk-d the
trace formula. In finite dimension the operators as well as their spectral families are trace class.
But if dimension of 1-£ is not finite, then the difference of the operators may be trace class but the
difference of their spectral families may not be (see (SM] for an example). However, in thi- case
there exists ~ E Ll(JR), unique almost every where with respect to Lebesgue measure sucn that
(1.1) holds and that the trace formula (1.2) is true for the class 1Cof functions 4> : JR -+ (!;' satisfying

1 eit).. - 1
<p().) = . v{dt)+C1 (1.3)

JR. l.t

for some constant C} and complex measure v on JR. M. G. Krein, in 1963, proved that the shift.
function is the boundary value of certain Herglotz function (see [Krl). In 1987, Dan Voiculescu [V]
gave a function theoritic proof for a pair of bounded self adjoint operators and in [SM] it was further
generalised to the unbounded case. Voiculescu's trick is to prove the result in finite dimension and
then get the final result by a limiting argument.

So one would be interested to know whether the function theoritic method of Voiculescu can
be applied for a pair of self adjoint operators whose resolvent difference is trace class. Note that
if the difference of two self adjoint operators is trace class then so is their resolvent difference. but
the converse is not true (for example if 1-£ = £2(JR3), Ho -; -~ and H = Ho + V where V i:-; the
multiplication operator by V E £1 (JR3) n £2(JR3), then R; .. R~ E 81 for Imz f= 0 but V is not).

Since unitaries are related to the resolvents via Cayley transform, we will show the existance of
the spectral shift function for a pair of unitaries whose diilerence is trace class and then obtain the
same for the resolvent difference case from it. First notice that given an unitary operator U« there
exists ¢ E (-1T, 1TJ arid a self adjoint operator (not necessarily bounded) such that U~ == e-19Uo =
~~~~~~"This follows from the fact that the eigen values of !To are at most countable, lying on the
unit circle.

Given two unitaries CT and Uo, set T = Uo(U - Uo). NoL~ that T is normal and 1 +T is unitary,
Assume that T = rl9 > < 91 with 11911= 1. Then since 1 + T is unitary one has 1 + T = eiO for
some (} E (-1T, 1TJ. Hence 1+ T = eiBQ

I where Q = 19 >< !il. If 1-£ is of finite dimension, then for
given two unitaries U and Uo, we can find a <P E p(U)n p( Uo) such that both U + eit/) and Uo + eit/>
are invertible. Then setting U' = e-it/>Uand Uo = e-it/JUo observe that T remains invariant under
this transformation. So for simplicity we may assume that -1 E p(U) n p(Uo). With these two
assumption one can prove the following:

THEOREM 1.1 Let dim1-£= nand U, Uo, T be as above 'With T = (eiO -1)19 >< 91, Ilq!! = 1
and 0 E (-1T, 1T]. Then there exists a bounded function 1) such that

(i) J~1}(t)dt = 0, O:S; 1)(t) (sgn 0) s 1

(ii) for eve7'y integer 111,

Ii'r(um - UO') =im [: eimt1](t)dt.

SKETCH OF THE PROOF: By the above discussio.- assume that -1 E p(U) n p(U,,;, and
define two self adjoint operators

1- U f - U«
H=i-- and Ho=i--

U +1 Uo+]
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so that
U i - H J"( ')-1 i - Ho " -1'=-II . =- -r2~ H+'t andUo=--. =-J-I-2z(Ho+z) .

+'t? Ho+'
An easy computation shows that II - Ho is rank one and is +ve or -I)e accordingly as (J is +vc or
-ve. Let 0 $ 0 $ 7f,' Then by the minimax principle (see [HJ]) the cigon '{alues Al $ A2 ::; ... $ An
of Ho and the eigen values J.Ll $ J.Lz $ ... $ J.Ln of H are interlaced, i.e. '~k $ J.Lk$ Ak+l $ J-Lnfor 1 $
k $ n - 1. Define € by

n \

~(A) = .LX(Ak,fJkJ(A) = Ti-[~ - E,\],
k=l

where X['\,fJJ is the characterstic function of the interval fA, J.LJ. Then setting ¢(A) = In ~-+~ (In
stands for the principal branch of the logarithm function), making substitution ~-:;.~= eit and
setting f/(t) == €(tan~) = €(A) in (1.2), one gets

if)= In det(UoU)
= In det{(i - H)(H + i)-I} -In det{(i - Ho)(Ho + i)-I}
= l'rIn{(i'- H)(H +i)-l} - Tr In{(i - Ho)(Ho + i)-I}

= 2i1:~('\)((1 + ,\2)d'\

= i1:f/(t)dt.

Similarly assertion (ii) follows from (1.2) by putting ¢(,\) = (~r = eimt. If -7f ::; (} $ 0, then we
just interchange U and Uo, and write f/(t) for -f/(t) to get the same expression.

•
If we emphasizeon the ¢ dependence of 71, then one can check t hat TJ</>(t + ¢) = f/i:J(t).
Our next aim is to construct two sequences of finite dimensional unitary operators {Un} and

{Uo.n} such that as n - 00, Tr[U;-;"- U~n] converges to Tr[Um - UO'] for every integer' m. We discuss
it breilly omitting the details (for details see [MS]). Let Uo = ei</>(i - Ho)(i + Ho)-l, norrnalised 9
and 1 > e > 0 be given. If F(.) is the spectral measure associated with He, choose a > 0 such
that II(J - F( -a, aDgll < Eo For each positive integer l and 1 $ k ::; l, set Fk = (~a, ¥a.j
and note that {Fd~ are pairwise disjoint and E~Fk = F( -a, a]. Set gk = II~:~IIif Fk9 1=0, and
= 0 otherwise. The sequence {gkH are pairwise orthogonal and gk E FkH c D(Ho). Let P be the
projection onto the subspace spanned by {9k}i. Then one can show that II(I - P)gll < e. Next
set Uo,p = ei"'(i - PHoF)(i + PHOP)-l and Up = Uo,peiOPQP, where Q is the one dimensional
projection onto the subspace generated by g. Observe that P commutes with (i ± PlIoP) and
(i ± PHoP)-l, so it commutes with Uo,P as well as Up. Hence in PH, PUpP and PUo,pP are
unitarics. Furthermore one can show that for every integer m,

ITrP(Up - U;})P - Tr(um - 00)1< [(Iml, lel)€, (1.4 )

where [(Iml, leI) is a positive constant depending on [rn] and 101 only. Next is our main result:
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THEOR~M 1.2 Let U and Uo be two unitary operators in H such that U - Uo is trace class.
Then there exists a real valued function 17 E Ll( -7T, 7TJ such that

(i) 1:11J(t)ldt ~ ~IIUci(U - Uo)lb,

(ii) far every integer m, Tr(um - Uo) = im 1:eim.t1J(t)dt,

(iii) far any w with Iwl f= 1, (U - 'w)-1 - (Uo - w)-l E 81 and

Tr[(U - w)-l - (Uo -: w)-IJ = - I:(eit - w)-21J(t)dt(eit).

PROOF: The sketch is in two steps. In the first step we assume that U - Uo is rank one and show
the existence of the shift f function. In the second step U - Uo is considered to be trace class and
the existence of shift function is shown by sucessive rank one perturbation.
Step (1). Assume that U - Uo = (eiO - l)IUog >< gl with IIgll = 1. Then rephrasing the above
discussion and (1.4) there exists a sequence of finite dimensional projections {Pn} such that Png --+- 9
and two sequences {Un} = {PnUpnPn} and {UO,n} = {PnUO,p"Pn} of unitary operators in the finite
dimensional Hilbert space PnH such that .

(1.5)

If B > 0, then by the finite dimensional result there exists real valued function 17non (-7T, 7T) such
that 0 ~ 7Jn s 1 and

Tr(U;:~ -UO~n) = im limn_ .•ooBIJPngI12J~eimt dJ..l.n(t),

where J.L11(t) = (BIIPn9iJ2)-l J~1r17n(s) d«. SinceI: 17n(t)dt = -i In det(Uo,nUn)

= -On deteillPnQPn == BIIPrlgI12,

o = Pn( -71') ~ ... ~ Pn(7T) = 1 for each n. So by Helley's selection principle there exists a
subsequence {,u,'k} of {Pn} and a probability measure P such that Pnk converges weakly to p. By
an application of bounded convergence theorem, P is absolutely continuous with respect to the
Lebesgue measure. So there exists a real valued function 1JE £1 ( -7T, 7TJ (setting 17(t) = (}~) one
gets f~1r1J(t)dt = B. For {}< 0 one can also apply the above procedure. Thus (1.5) yields

Tr[um - UoJ -= im 1:eimt 1J(t) dt.

Step (2). Let. T = Uo(U - Uo) = L.:TjFj, where Fj = Igj >< 9jl for some orthonormal set {gj} and
I:·ITjl < 00. Since UoU is unitary, 1 + Tj = eiOj for some OJ E (-7T,7T]. By virtue of the identity

'i OJ= e-iOj/2(si~tt~2»Tj, we get I: lejl ~ ~ I: ITjl < 00 since Isi~t~;/2)1~ 7T/2 for IBj/21 ~ 7T/2. FtJr
j = 1,2"", set Uj = Uj-1(1 + TjFj) and observe that

00

IIU - Ujlh::; L ITjl--+- 0
k=j+l

(1.6)
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as j ~ 00. By step (1) there exists a real valued function T'/jE Ll( -7r, 7rJassociated with each pair
Uj and [1)--1 such that ,C'If T'/j(t~ dt = OJ and D'If IT'/j(t)1dt = 10jl· Set T'/(t) = r:~l T'/j(t) and note
that the series converges in Ll since L: lOjl < 00. Thus we have J IT'/(t)ldt ~ 7r/211Tlh which proves
(i). By the identity

{

",m urn-j(U TT )u,j-lUrn _ u:;t = .1__ )=1 - vo 0

o -L:~:~-~Um+j(U - Uo)Uoj-1

and (1.6), Vj - Vb - urn - UO' in 81 as j - 00. So

if rn .~ 1
ifrn~-l,

(1.7)

Tr(rr~- UO) = limj~oo Tr(Uj - UO)
j

= lim, ...•co LTrCUk - U~l)
k=l

1'1f j
= irn limi~oo L T'/k(t)eimtdt

-'If k=l

= im 1:~(t)dt,

which proves (ii). .For part (ill), one can expand (U _w)-I_ (Uo _w)-1 in terms of Neumann series
and apply part (ii) and Fubini. .

•
As a Corollary we obtain

COROLLARY 1.3 Let II and IIo be two self adjoint operators in 1-£ such that
R, - R~ is trace class for some Im z '# O. Then there exists a real valued function ~ defined
unique.ly upto an additive constant such that

(i) 1:~(>\)/(1 + A2)dA < 00

(ii) Tr [Rz - R~] = -1:e(A)/(A - z)2dA.

PROOF: By virtue of the identity

R-i - R~i = (II - Z)R-i[Rz - R~](IIo - Z)R~i'

we may assume that lLi - RC:i E 81. Set U = (i - II)(i + II)-l and Uo = (i - IIo)(i + IIo)-l and
note that U - Uo = 2i [R-i - RC:;]E 81, So thereexists T'/E L1(-7r,7r] such that parts (i):..(iii) of
Theorem 1.2 are satisfied.

By the map eit = (i - A)(A +i)-l or conversely t = 2tan-1A, t moves from -7r to 7r as A moves
from -00 to 00. Setting e(A) = T'/(t) == T'/(2tan-1A) and using dt/d>.. = 2/(1 + >..2), we obt.ain from
Theorem 1.2(i) 1:le(>")I/(l + A2)d>" = ~1:1T'/(t)ldt

~ ~IIUo(U - Uo)IIl < 00
4



The map z ~ w = (i - z)(z + i)-l maps the open upper half plane onto the open unit disc and
open lower half plane onto the exterior of the unit disc. By virtue of the identities,.

(U .; w)-l = !..(z + i)[J - (z + i)(z - H)-l]2 .
and

(Uo - w)-l = ~(z +iHI - (z;+i)(z - HO)-lJ,

and Theorem 1.2(iii) we get

which proves to (ii).
Lastly, to show the uniqueness of ~ upto an additive constant, let 6 and 6 be. two shift functions

satisfying (i) and (ii). Then setting ( = 6 - 6, we have for z = J.I-+ if, e > 0, J~oo(i£:~2d>' = o.
Thus

o == Im 100 (>.)d>. . = !!...€100 (>.) d>'
-00 (>. - J.I-)2 - €2 - 2i€(>' - J.I-) . dJ.l- -00 (>. - J.I-)¥ + €2

or

100 (>.) d>'
€ -00 (/\ - J.£-)2 + €2 = G(€)

independent of J.I- E lR. By taking limit € --+ 0 and using Theorem 13 of [T], (J.I-) = constant for
almost all J.I-, which proves the assertion.

2 THE TRACE FORMULA

In this section we will discuss briefly the function classes for the unitarles and for the resolvent
difference case for which trace forinula holds. Since the resolvents are related to the unitaries, it
would be interesting to compare these two classes.

A function 'f/;:Tl ~ (J,' is said to be in U if it is given by

00

1/J(eit) = L: o.meimt,
m=-oo

where G.r" are complex numbers satisfying

L:lmo.ml < 00.
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THEOREM 2.1 Let U and Uo be unitary operators such that U - Uo is trace class and
'1J; E U. Then 'lj;(U) -'lj;(Uo) is. trace class. FUrthermore,

(2.3)

PROOF: First observe that, by (2.2), 'lj; is differentiable and has a bounded derivative. By func-
tioual calculus, define 'lj;(U) and 'lj;(Uo) and note that again by (2.2) and (1.7) the right hand side
of

00

'lj;(U) -'lj;(Uo) = L eLm(r? - UO)
m=-oo

converges in trace norm, Now the desir~ trace formula (2.3) follows from Theorem 1.2(ii) and
Fubini's theorem.

•
A function cP belongs to class k, if there exists a complex measure v such that

1 100eit>. - 1 C1
¢(A) = 1 + A2 -00 it dv(t) + 1 + A2 + C2 (2.'1)

for some constants C1, C2 and complex measure v. In terms of IC (see (1.3)), the function class it
can also be viewed as (setting C2 = 0)

K, = {¢ : JR.-4 (t' such that (1+ A2)¢(A) E IC}. (2.5)

For the resolvent difference case the trace formula for the class K, can be shown to hold by virtue
of an abstract result which we state without proof.

For any bounded continuous function ¢ on JR.and e > 0, define

Then the abstract theorem says
'"

THEOREM 2.2 Let R-i-R~i E 81 and ¢ be a bounded continuous function on JR.such that.
botb. (1+ A2)¢(A) and (1+ A2)¢'(A) are b~unded on JR.. Suppose that ¢~be as above. Then

(i) ¢E(H) - ¢~(Ho) E 81 for every e > 0,

(ii) If ¢~(H) - ¢E(Ho) converges to ¢(H) - ¢(Ho), then

Tr[¢(H) - cP(Ho)] =L: 4/ (A) ~(A) o:

''"rhe proof of this can be found in Theorem 4:2 of [8M]. As a consequence of this we have

nO (t)() e;/\ 1LEMMA 2.3 Let D(H) = D(Ho) and R_i-n:"i E B1• For t 1= 0 and A E JR.,set ¢ A = >:'iT-.
Then
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tuul I¢(t)' ('\)(1 + ,\2)1 ~ 31tl,
(t) _ [ 1- eitAe-fltl 1- e-1tl 1

(ii) 'ljJf (,\) - 1=X±(t) 1+ (,\± ic)2 + (,\1= i)2 + €2

for t > 0 andt < 0 respectively,
(iii) ¢(t)(H) - ¢(t) (Ho) E 81 and·

1I¢(t)(H) - ¢(t)(Ho)lh ~ (211~ - R?lh t IIlLi - R~ilh)ltl, ,
(iv) ¢~t)(H) - 4>~t)(Ho)E 81 for every € > 0 and converges to 4>(t)(H) - 4>(t)(Ho)

in 81 - norm as c ---+ 0+,
(v) Tr[¢(t)(H) - 4>(t)(Ho)]= 4>(t)'(,\) ~(,\) d'\.

SKETCH OF THE PROOF:. Part (i) is straight forword and part (ii) follows from direct
computation using contour integration.

Next

~(eitIi _ J)R-i - R?(eitHo - l)R~i
(~ - R/)(eitIi - J)R-i + R?(eitHo - J)(R_i - R~i)
+~(eitH _ eitHo)~{(H -- i)R-d.

=

Since (eitH - J)R-i = J~i eislJ H R-i ds and R?( eitHo - J) = R? J~i eisHoHo ds are bounded
operators, upon premultiplying the first by R; - R? and postmult\plying the second by R-i - no i'

the trace norm these terms are dominated by ItI II~ - R?1I1 and ItI IIR-i - £dh respectively.
Since D(IJ) = D(lio), the third term in the above can be rewritten as '

i lot ei(t-s)Ho~(H - Ho)~eisl1 {(H - i)R-d ds,

.which is trace class by virt~e of the resolvent identity R; - R? = ~(Ho - H)R? So the trace norm
of the integral is dominated by ItiliRi - R?lIl. This proves (Hi). The proof of (iv) is not difficult
but long which uses the assumption D(H) = D(Ho). We omit its proof here. Now part (v) follows
from (i)-(iv) and Theorem 2.2.

•
Finally we have

THEOREM 2.4 Let R-i-R~i E 81 and D(H) = D(Ho). Then for any 4> E x:" 4>(H)-4>(Ilo) E
BI and the trace formula (1.2) holds.

PROOF: Let ¢(t) be as defined in Lemma 2.3. By Lemma 2.3(iii) "J ,p(t)(H)-;/,(t)(Ho) //(dt)lb s
Ivl(In)(211H.,: - n?1I1+ IIR-i - R~.dll)' So ¢(IJ) - ¢(IJo) E B1• Now the trace formula follows from
Corollary 1.3(ii), Lemma 2.3!v) and a change of order of integration.

•
Note t.hat ,\ ---+ (,\ - z)-m E /C for m ~ -1. So for m ~.l

(),2 + I)(A _ zrm = (A - z)--m+2+ 2z('\ - z)-m+1 + (z2 + 1)('\ - z)-m E /C.
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Hence by (:2.5) /\ --> (). - z)-m E K for m 2 1. Also setting //(dt) = ;!(t) dt and C1 = 0, where
( E S(IR) and ( its Fourier transform,.one has S(JR) c ](

For Iwl f- 1, sucessive differentiation of (eit _~)-1 with respect to eit yields t --> (eit _w)-k E U
for all k 2 l. By the identification eit = ~~~and w = ~~~(so that the upper half plane and lower
half plane are mapped onto the interior and exterior of the unit disc) it.ts easy to check that for
Imz f- 0, t --> (). - z)-k E U for k 2 1. Let ¢ E S(JR). Then if we look ¢ as a function of t (say

'1/1) one has 'ljJ(±7l") = lim>.--+±oo¢().)= 0; more over 'IjJ{k)(±7l") = lim>.±oo[1~>.2d~r ¢().) = o. So'IjJ is
periodic and is in £1(-1l',1l'], hence has a power series expansion 'IjJ(eit) = I:llmeimt with

Ilm = 2~1:'IjJ(t)e
imt

dt = 2~1:¢().) G : ~) m 1: ).2 d)'

[rom which sucessive integration by part yields sUPklmlklllm1< 00. So S(IR) cU.
Consider ¢().) = i~~~;>.1)for some nonzero real a. Then ¢ E K (e1 = C2 = 0, dl/(t) =

5(t - a)dt). If ¢ also belongs to U, then ¢().) = I: Ilmeimt with I: Imllml < 00. Applying (1 + ).2)1x
on both sides (note that 'IjJ is differentiable, and the interchange of summation and differentiation
on the right hand side is possible since I: Imllml < 00) we get

. 2).(ei>'o - 1) .
e'>'o = + 2i "" ma e,mt1+).2 .~ 'Tn •

Now letting). -+ ±oo or equivalently t -+ ±1l', the limit on the left hand side does not exist, but the
right hand side converges to 2i I:( -l)!"mllm, which shows that ¢ fI. U. However we do not know
whether U c it or not.
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Multipliers for the Weyl Transform

by

R.RADHAI

Abstract

The purpose of this paper is to discuss the multipliers for the Weyl
transform, which is related to the Schrodinger representation of the
Heisenberg group, and its connection with the special Hermite opera-
tor.

1 Introduction
l.

The Hermite functions hk on the real line are defined by

where Hk (x) denotes the Hermite polynomial. These are eigen functions of
the Hermite operator (harmonic oscillator) -~ + x2 with the eigen values
2k + 1. The normalised Hermite functions hk(x) are defined by

which form a complete orthonormal family in L2(IR,dx). These Hermite
functions are also eigen functions of the Fourier transform:

Let p, be a multiindex and x E IRn. Then the n-dimensional Hermite
functions <f? /.I (x) are defined by

lThis Research work is financially supported by Council of Scientific and Industrial
Research, India
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taking the product of the one dimensional Hermite functions h/Jj (x j):

n

q>/J(x) = IIh/J)(xj).
j:::1

Then they form a complete orth~normal system for L2(lRn,dx) and H -
-b.. + IxI2 is the Hermite operator on IRn.

The Laguerre polynomials may be regarded as generalizations of the Her-
mite polynomials in the sense that Laguerre polynomials of order -~ give the
Hermite polynomials of even degree and those of order ~ give the Hermite
polynomials of odd degree.

The special Hermite functions, which occ;upy a central place in the study
of Hermite and Laguerre expansions, are defined by

nlrn 'e . 1 • 1q>/Jv(x) = (21l"t"2 e'x <p/J(e+ -2y)<pv(e - -y)de..• 2
These are called special Hermite functions by Strichartz for the following
reason: These are actually Hermite functions on en viewed as 1R2nbecause

, (-6. + ~lzI2)q>/Jv ::;: (Ill I + 1111+ n)<1>~v4 . .
but they do not give all Hermite functions on en . These functions appear as
the entry functions of the Schrodinger representation of the Heisenberg group
(see Strichartz [9]). They form a complete orthonormal system in L2(C').
Let

LA ,11 ',2 oN::;:-'-l.z + - z - t
4

where
n( a a)N = E Xj-a', -Yja. .

j:::1 'YJ XJ

Then <P/Jvare eigen fv-nctions of L, with eigenvalue (21111 +n) and hence L is
called the special Hermite operator.

Analysis on the Heisenberg group and expansions in terms of Hermite and
Laguerre functions are interrelated. Infact, the first summability theorem for

I.
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multiple Hermite expansions was deduced from the corresponding result on
the Heisenberg group. A multiplier theorem for Laguerre expansions was
likewise proved using a multiplier theorem on the Heisenberg group. The
first multiplier theorem for Hermite expansions followed from considerations
of the Weyl transform which is related to the Schrodinger representation of
the Heisenberg group.

The Weyl transform W takes functions on en into bounded operators
on L2(JRn). As W enjoys many properties of the Fourier transform and
is closely related to expansions in terms of Laguerre, Hermite and special
Hermite expansions, it will be interesting to study multipliers for the Weyl
transform analogous to Fourier multipliers ..

We organise this paper as follows. In section 2, we give the basic concept
of Fourier multipliers for LP spaces. In section 3, we-define Weyl transform
and twisted convolution using the schroding~r representation of the Heisen-
berg group. In section 4, we discuss the Weyl multipliers for LP(C'). In
section 5, we state two types of Weyl multiplier problems (without proofs)

using special Hermite Operator.

2 Multipliers for the Fourier transform

Let m be a bounded measurable functions on JR", Define a linear transfor-
mation t; on L2 n LP(JRn) by t::f = mj for f E L2 n LP(JRn). We say that
m is a multiplier for LP (1:::; p < 00) if whenever f E L2 n LP, then Tmf is
also in LP andTm is bounded i.e.

(1)

The smallest constant C for which (1) holds is called the norm of the mul-
tiplier. Clearly, the above equation shows that Tm has a unique bounded

extension to LP, which again satisfies the same inequality. We denote this
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extension also by Till' Observe that the operator Tm,comlllutes with transla-
tions. And for translation invariant operators, we have the following results.

Proposition 2.1 Let T be a bounded linear transformation mappingLl(JRn)
to itself. Then a necessary and sufficient condition that T commutes with
translations is that there exists a finite Borel measure f1. on JRn such that

T f = f1. * f for every IE L1 (JRn) and IITI! = Ilpl!·
Proposition 2.2 Let T be a bounded linear tr~nsJormation mapping L2(JRn)
to itself. Then a necessary and sufficient condition that T commutes with
translations is that there exists a bounded measurable Junction 4> such that
f] = 4>j for every f E £2(JRn) and IITII = 114>11·

Let m(D)) denote the class of L'P multipliers with the multiplier norm.Then
m(Ll) is the class of Fourier transforms of finite Borel measures on JRn
(J1.1(JRn)) and the norm of m(L1) is identical with that of M(JRn). m(L2)
is the class of all bounded measurable functions and multiplier norm is iden-
tical with the LOO(JR~)- norm.

Suppose that Tis a bounded linear transformation on 'LP(JRn), 1 :::;p < 00,

which commutes with translations. Then, it is easy to see that

T(f*g) = Tf*g,= f*Tg V f E Cc(JRn}.
, .

Hence

J~Tf(x)g(x)d:r; = J~J(x)(Tg)(x)
whe~'e9(x) =g(...:..x).
Then, by usual duality argument, one can show that T is bounded on Lpl , ~ +
;, = 1. It then follows from Marcinkewicz interpolation theorem that T
is bounded on L2 . Hence there exists a bounded measurable function m•
such that f] = mj = 0. By uniqueness of Fourier transform, we get
T = Tm. Thus, on LP(JRn), the concel?t of multipliers coincide with the study
of bounded linear translation invariant operators.
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Initially, no simple characterisation was known for m(LP') except for p = 1
and p = 2. However, there is an important sufficient conditions for LP
multipliers, 1 < p < 00 :

Theorem 2.1 Suppose that m(x) is of class Ck in the complement of the
origin of!R.n, where k is an integer greater than ~. Suppose m(x) satisfies

acr
Iaxcrm(x)1 s Blxl-a whenever lal ~ k

where a = (at, ... an) with lad = al + a2 + ... + an. Then m E m(LP) for
1< p < 00.

The proof is based on Littlewood-Paley theory. For a detailed study on
Fourier multipliers on LP(lR.n), we refer to Hormander [4] or Stein [8].

Later, a necessary condition, namely, if m is a mulbiplier for LP(lRn), then
there exists a pseudomeasure (7 such that Tm! = (7 * f, was also obtained.
Infa.ct, this result was proved for a general locally compact abelian group G
in place of R", This is based on the works of Hormander [4] and Gaudry
[3]. Infact, Gaudry in [3] obtained a representation theorem throu,gh quasi
measures for an (LP, Lq) multiplier. This idea motivates to obtain such type
of representation theorems for various types of multipliers. -To cite a few,
Unni in [12] obtained the result for the multipliers between any two Segal
algebras, Chan in [1] for the Banach valued multipliers m(Ll(G,A»), Radha
in [6] for m(Ll(G, A), LP(G, A)), 1 < p < 00.

3 Weyl transform and twisted convolution

Consider the Heisenberg group H", which is a nilpotent Lie group, whose
underlying manifold is en. x IR where the group operation is defined by

. 1
(z, t) (w, s) = (z + w, t + s +2Imzw )
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and the Haar measure is the Lebesgue measure dzdt 011 0 xlR.The corre-
sponding Lie algebra is generated by the (2n + 1) left invariant vector fields

f) 1\ f)
X'=---y'-

J 8xj 2 J Bt

f) 1 f)
Y,. = --. + -:-x·-

J f)Yj 2 J f)t

T=i~
f)T

, j = 1,2, ...n.
By stone- Yon Neumann theorem, every infinite dimensional irreducible

unitary representation on the Heisenberg group is unitairly equivalent to the
representation 1I"A' >'E IR - {OJ, where 1I"A is defined by

1I"A(Z, t)4>(e) =eiAteiA(xe+lxll)4>(e + y) (z = X+ iy)

for each «« L2(lRn). This is called Schrodinger representation of H" with
parameter >.. (Infact, there are only two types ofrepresentations on H" ,'infi~
nite dirhensionaland one dimensional. The one dimensional repre~ent~tions
are not important to us in our discussions).

To define the Weyl transform and twisted convolution, we consider the
representation 11"1 of H", Notice that 11"1 is not a faithful representation. The

--.-kernel of 11"1 is the subgroup

J( ={(O, t)j t E Z}

For some purposes, it is better to throwaway this kernel, so we define th~
reduced Heisenberg group H-:ed to be H:ed = ,Hn / J( .We still denote the
elements of H:ed by (z, t) with the understanding that 0 ~ t« 211". Then 11"1. . . . ,.. . . .

is a representation of H:ed' which is now faithful. Since the central variable
t always acts in a simpleminded way, as multiplication by the scalar e", it
is convenient to disregard it entirely .. Therefore wedefine W(z) = 1I"1(Z, 0).

,
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The unitary representation 1fl of H~ed determines a representation of the
convolution algebra Ll(H~ed)' still denoted by 1fl in the usual way: if 1 E
Ll(H~d)' then \

- r I(Z,t)1fl(Z,t)dzdtJH-:ed

= y'2; fen Il(Z)W{z)dz,

where Il(Z) = kJi1r I(z, t)eitdt.
For details regarding representation theory of Heisenberg group, we refer to
Folland [2].

Given a function f in Ll(cn), the function I#(z, t) = (21f)-le-itf(z)
belongs to Ll(H~ed) and

1fl(J#) = fen l(z).W(z)dz.

This transform which takes 1 into the operator W(J) = 1f1(J#) is called the
Weyl transform.

The group convolution on H~d can be transferred to en as a non standard
convolution. Given two function i.e in LI(e"), consider;

If we now define 1 x 9 by

f x g(z) = 10" J(z - w)g(w)e~ImzWdw,
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then we have the relation f# * g# = (f * g)#. This convohltion is called the
twisted convolution and L1 (en) becomes a non commutative algebra under
I· \l I\S. .

The Weyl transform W(f) enjoys many properties of the Fourier trans-
form. For example, we have an analogue of the Fourier inversion formula l

I
1
!

J
!
.l

f(z) = (27rrntr(W(z)*W(f))

and a Plancheral formula

for f E p(en), where W{z)*denotes the adjoint of W(z) and W(J x g) =
W(J)W(g). Like ordinary convolution, twisted convolution extends from

•V (Cn) to other LP(cn) and satisfies the Young's inequality

. 1 1 1
III x gilT::; II/l1plIgllq, - = - + - - l.

r P q

We state here 'that twisted convolution has better behaviour vin some
contexts. For example, for l.s E P(cn),j x 9 will also be in L2(cn) and

and the equations I x 9 = a and I x I = I do have non trivial solution,
given by special Hermite functions. For details of the above, we refer to
Thangavelu [11].

4 Weyl multipliers for LP( c")

A bounded operator M E B(L2(JRn)) is called a (left) Weyl multiplier for
LP(en) ifthe operatorZx; defined on JELl nLP(cn) by W(TMf) = .I\1W(J)
extends to a bounded operator on LP(cn). We denote the Weyl multiplier
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class by rnw. As in the case of Fourier multipliers, mw( Cl (en)) is identi-
fied with M(en), the Banach algebra of finite Borel measures on en. And
mw(L2(en)) is identified with B(L2(JRn)) of ~ll bounded operators on L2(JRn).

A Hormander type multiplier theorem, which gives sufficient conditions
for LP - multipliers for the Weyl transform, was proved by Mauceri in [5].

Let Ai = 8:: + Xi, Aj = a~i + Xi be the "creation" and "annihilation"
operators considered as unbounded operators on L2(JRn) defined on their
natural domains.
Let

for every operator S E B(L2(JRn)) whose range is contained in the domain of
Ai, Aj,j = 1,2, ... n. Given an operator S E. B(L2(JRn)), we say that S is of
class em if 80l8fJ S is in B(L2(JRn)) for all a, (3 E N" such that lal + 1(31 :5 m.
Let 'POI be the n-dimensional normalised Hermite functions. Let PN denote
the orthogonal projection on the subspace of L2(JRn) generated by {'Pallal =
N}. Fot every kEN, let tPk be the dyadic projection defined by tPo = Po
and tPk = LN PN for 2k-1 :5 N < 2k, k > o. Then we have

Theorem 4.1 [5] Suppose that ME mw(L2(cn)) ~ of class en+!. Assume
also that

SUPkEN2k(lOlI+lfJl-n)II (80lt M)tPkllhs se
whenever [o] + 1.81 :5 n + 1. Then M E mw(LP(cn )),1 < p < 2.
If assumption (1) is replaced by

SUPkEN2k(lOlI+lfJF-n) IItPk( 8a8i3M) lI~s :5 e

(1)

then M E mw(LP(cn )), 2 :s; p < 60.

However, for necessary condition for LP - multipliers, (for p -; 1, p -; 2),

only the following was known.
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Proposition 4.1 Let M E mw(LP(cn.)),l :5 p < 00 •. Then there exists a
tempered distribution p E S'(en) such that TMI ==p x I lor every I E S(~).

> '.

Recently, Radha and Thangavelu in [7] obtained a concrete characteri-
sation for m E mw(LP(tn»,l < p < 00. Let A(C') denote the space of
functions I on C' whose Weyl transforms W(J) are in BI(L2(JRn)). Then
A(C') is a Banach algebra under II·IIA given by

IIIIIA = IIW(J)lh VI E A(C")

and a multiplication as twisted convolution. Let p(en) denote the dual space
of A(C'). Then we have

Theorem 4.2 [7] Let M EIllW(LP(C' )),' 1< p < QQ. Then there exists a
pseudomeasure a such that TMI = a x I lor every I E £1 nLP(en).

5 Connection with Special Hermite Opera-
tor

Let cPJJII be the special Hermite functions and L be the special Hermite oper-
ator. Given a function I in LP(cn), 1 :5 p :5ex, we can formally expand I in
terms of the special Hermite functions as

J(z) ==L: L: < I, ~jlll > ~jlll(Z)

• jl II

.As ~ JJII are Schwarz class functions, the coefficients

are well defined. As ~ JJII satisfies
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we get

f x <Pacl- - LL < i,<P/JI/ > <P/JII X <Po-a
/J 1/

- (21r)~ 2: < I,<P/Ja > <P/Ja,
/J

the series (1) can be put in the form

j(z) = (21rt~ Lf x <PIIII(Z)
1/

(2)

the special Hermite expansion of f. For various results concerning special
Hermite expansions, we refer to [11}.

Now, we can state a multiplier problem for special Hermite expansions,
proof of which can be found in [l1J. Let

:{ II

where m is a bounded riinction defined on the set of allrnultiindices.. This
operator is clearly bounded on L2(tf:1) but not on LP(tf:1 ),p t= 2. So we
need to impose further conditions on m to ensure that Tm is bounded on
LP(tf:1),l < p < 00, which is achieved by finite difference operators. Let

b.jm(p.) = m(p. + €j) - m(p.)

and define b.J inductively. If f3 is a multiindex, we define

Then we have

Theorem 5.1 [11] Assume that k = n + 1 ifn is odd and k = n+,2 if n is
C1Jen.Let m be a function defined on Nn which satisfies
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I~Pm(ll)i ::; CJ3(1 + IllltlPI

for all f3 with 1f31 ~ k. Then Tm is bounded on LP(cn), 1 < p < 00.

The proof is based on Littlewood-Paley-Stein theory of 9 functions defined
by the special Hermite semigroup e-tL generated by the operator L.

To state another multiplier problem, let

<Pk(Z) = Lk-l(ilzI2)e-tlzI2,

where L,;-l denotes the Laguerre polynomial of type (n - 1). As

L <PSlAz) = (27rtn
/
2<pk(Z),

ISlI:::k

the special Hermite expansion can be written as
00

fez)= (27r)-nEf x .CPk(Z).
k=O

The Laguerre Sobolev space Wi'2(cn) was introduced by Thangavelu in [10]
in connection with spherical means on the Heisenberg group H":

, ,

For m E Z+ and 1 < p < 00, we define W.i,P(cn) to be image of LP(cn)
under L-m where L/" is defined by

00

Lmf= (27r),nL:(2k + n)m f .x C{)k.
k=O .

In o~h~rwords, f E WL,P(cn) if and only if

. 00

IIfll~,p= 1I(27r)-nL:(2k + n)mf X C{)kll:
k=O .

is finite. Then the problem is to characterise the multipliers for W.i'P(cn).
It turns out that

Theorem 5.2 [7]. The space of Weyl multipliers forW.i'P(cn ) coincides
with the space of Weyl multiplie1;fol' LP(cn) for 1< p < 00.
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Asy mpt.ot ic Solutions to Hyperbolic Equations - a brief overview

(M. Vanninathan"TIFR Centre, P.O.Box 1234,. Bangalore - 560 012)

The purpose of this write-up is to discuss certain aspects of Iinear and nonlinear wave
propagation in homogeneous and nonhomogeneous media. It is going to be a brief over-view
of problems, methods and ideas rather than technicalities. This presentation contains both
classical material and moden developments. Bibliographic material is by no means meant to
be complete. The goal is merely to understand the significance of some recent developments
viewed in the light of classical problems of wave propagation. Most of the arguments are
heuristic and so hopefully accessible also to/non-specialists in the field.

Talking of wave propagation in non-homogeneous media, two essential parameters come
\'0 our mind: wavelength of the waves (denoted as e) and wavelength of the medium (denoted
by ,\). We can distinguish qualitatively three different cases.

(a) ). « e : An instructive. example of this case would h~ homogenization of elliptic
problems with periodically oscillating coefficients. There is a huge literature on this
topic presenting a wide variety of methods: method of asymptotic expansion [11,
Tartar's method [1], two-scale convergence method [2], [3], Tvconvergence method 141.
Bloch-wave method [3],[5]. We are not concerned with this important development in
this write-up.

"(b) ). ~ £ : In this case, there is resonant interaction between the medium and the propa
gating waves and as a consequence new waves are produced (e-g : Bloch waves). Since
such waves and their perturbation were widely discussed in this meeting, we do not
intend to pursue further these lines .

••
(c) e « ").': in this case, oscillation of the waves is much more compared with the

variations of the medium. Heuristically for such short waves, the medium looks almost
homogeneous and so a perturbation theory from the homogeneous case is possible. This
is the basic idea behind the method of Geometrical Optics and we will be concerned
with this aspect in the sequel, Laws governing the propagation of waves are quite often

described by Partial Differential Equations (PDE) which may be linear or nonlinear and
are usually complicated. The tasR at. hand is to get a simplified picture of propagation

under the above asyrnptotrc limit. A classical example is Newton's theory of light
which predicted straight line motion of light waves.

In carrying out the above task, our discussions centre around Maxwell type classical waves

rather than Schrodinger type Quantum Mechanical waves. The essential characteristics of
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the first type of waves (referred 10 as hyperbolic) are finiteness of the speed of propagation,
boundedness of group velocity w.r.t the wave numbers etc. In contrast, the second family of

waves has infinite propagation speed and their behaviour was the main point of discussion
iu the coutributiou of W. Craig to this volume. Some of the recent advances which we will
be discussing below have taken place only in the hyperbolic set-up; similar developments in
the understanding of other types of waves should be hotly pursued in future.

Linear waves - Homogeneous case

By this we mean a situation where the PDE involved is linear and with constant

coefficients. Moreover, the initial profile of the wave is a plane wave. More precisely, we

have the problem

(1) {P(Ot,Ox)u= 0, xEIRd
, t>O,

u(x,O) = eiex, x E IRd.

Here e E IRd\ (0) is given and P is a partial differential operator in (x, t) variables. Assuming
that {t = O} is non-characteristic w.r.t P, we demand that there are m (= order of P) real
and distinct roots w = w(O [or the polynomial equation P( -iw, i~) = 0 V ~ E 1Rd.

This is called hyperbolicity condition. For each such root, we can generate a plane wave
u(x, t) = exp [i(x . e - wt)] which solves the above problem. Thus we get a very satisfying
picture: each initial plane wave bifurcates into m-families of plane waves, each one is
identified by its phase speed iW. General wave patterns may be obtained via super position.

Linear waves - Nonhomogeneous case

Inhomogenities may be introduced into (1) by making the coefficients of the operator
in (I) to depend on x or by considering initial condition which is not a plane wave. In such
situations, there is a new phenomenon which was not present in homogeneous case and the
purpose of this section is to highlight it in an example. It is quite clear that plane wave
solutions will not work anymore and the idea is to get a propagation picture which is a
perturbation from the homogeneous case when inhomogenities vary slowly. How to quantify
this statement? By introducing a small parameter e > 0, it is reasonable to propose the
following Ansatz for the approximate solution u~ = a(c;x,c;t)ei~-lt/l(~X.d) where the amplitude

a is no more a constant and a slowly varying complex-valued function of (x, t) and the phase
function <P is no more linear but slowly varying and real-valued. This is the fundamental idea
in Linear Geometrical Optics (LOO) and in mathematics literature, it has been pioneered by

LAX [6]. Theory of Pseudo Differential Operators and Fourier Integral Operators formalizes
his ideas.

Below, we shall see how this Ansatz works in tb ~example of the wave equation which
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governs propagation of waves in an isotropic medium with speed unity:

(2) :Utt - 6.u = 0 ,

Ev~n though this has constant coefficients, we will consider an initial wave front Lo which
is not necessarily planar. Since the equation is homogeneous, out previous Ansatz reduces
to

(3)
.

ut: = a(x, t)eiC18(:r,t) .

What are then the equations governing the evolution of a and O? They are obtained by
simply inserting (3) into (2) and equating the coefficient of c2 and c1 to zero. This
procedure yields
(4)

(5)
0t2 = 1'V012

,

20tat - 2'V0 . 'Va + (Ott - 6.0) a = 0 .

Discussion of (4)

In fact (4) consists of two equations Ot + I'VOI = 0 aad Ot - I'VOI = o. This simply
signifies that there are two families of 'waves generated by (2). We will deal with one of them
in the sequel :
(6) Ot + w('VO ) = 0 with w(~) = -lei,.
This is a scalar, first order equation for the phase o called Eikonal equation. Even though,
the original equation (2) is linear, the equation (6}obtained from it is nonlinear. Hamilton-
Jacobi theory reduces the resolution of (6) to a system of ordinary differential equations
(ODE) by the method of characteristics. They are defined by

(7) dx ow'
dt = oe (x(t), ~(t» ,

Since the equation (2) has constant coefficients, we have ~: = 0 and so we obtain

(8) ~(t) == ~(o),

Further we have e(t) = 'VO(x(t), t) and (?) reduces to ft0(x(t),t) = o. These informations
enable us to construct the wave..front at time t :

'Et = {x/O(x,t) = constant}

Indeed x(t) lies on Et and ~(t) is normal to Et at x(t' and hence defines an infinitesimal pierr-
of Et at x(t). From this picture, it is clear that we are not only able to follow the evolution
of El as a whole but also that of individual points on it. It is also worth to note that even
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LiI()IIp;11(G) is a.1I equation ill :/:-spacc, it is necessary 1.0 work ill (:t:,O space to solve it. \Ve
refer to x(t) as rays and (x(t),~(t)) as bicharacteristic strip.

Discussion of (5)

Given 0,(5) is a linear, first order equation for a (called transport equation) which can
easily be solved once again by method of characteristics. We note that the characteristics of

(5) are precisely the rays of (4) given by (7). (5~ is reduced to a linear ODE along the rays
x(t) which can be integrated.

Caustics

The classical picture of propagation described above is, in general, valid only locally.
In this paragraph, we are going to see what the obstacles are for a global theory. First of
all, given initial condition (x(O), ~(O)), unique solution to the Hamiltonian system (7) exists
iil general only locally in time. Secondly, even if global solution exists as in (8), we have the
formation of caustics (== envelope of rays) due to the focussing effect of rays. To illustrate the
point, let us consider a spherical wave front (}(x, t)::;:: t+lxl which solves (4). As time evolves,
one can easily see the associated rays x(t) tend to focus at the origin. What happens to the
amplitude at the origin? In fact, the transport equation (5) is reduced' to a~ + d;~la, = 0
along rays. Explicit solution is a = S-~(d-l) which shows blow-up of the amplitude at the
focus. Thus our Ansatz breaks down in such cases and we need to modify it to overcome the
difficulties arising out of caustics .. Without going into details, let us remark that this can. be
overcome by the introduction of multi-phases and by assuming some apriori knowledge on
the nature of caustics. One example which is intuitive has been worked out in LUDWIG [7].

Justification

In this ~aragraph, we will give some indications as to why the solution constructed
above is an approximate solution. To this end, we need to talk about initial conditions.
We have already seen that there are two families of waves generated. Let us denot.e the-ir

phases by ()± and the corresponding amplitudes by e=. Since the equation is linear, it is
reasonable to propose a general Ansatz by super position : u~ = a+ei~-l /1+ + a - ei~-l /1-. It is

then reasonable to take initial conditions for the exact solutions of (2) of the following form

{
u(x,O) = I(x)eic-10(x)',

. Ut(x,O) = ic-lg(x)ei~-IO(x).,

where I, g, e are all given functions. To see what are the initial conditions for e± and a±, let
us calculate u~ :

(9)
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' ± -.() (x,O) = (}~x) ,
a+(x,O) + a:~(x., 0) == f(x),

Comparing ut: with u and u~ with Ut, we arc led to the following conditions:

Thanks to (4), these determ:ine a±(x,O) uniquely.

Thus, in a formal manner, it follows from the very construction of ut:, that u - u'

satisfies

{

(u - u:)u - ~~u - ut:) = 0(1) ,
(u-u )(x,O):-O,
(u - ut:}t(x, 0) = 0(1) .

It is therefore natural to measure the error (u - ui) in the energy norm. For a function
u = u(x, t), the energy at time t is defined by

(10)

E(Uj t) = ~kd (lutl2 + lV'uI2) dx .

If u satisfies (2), it is well-known that E(uj t) is independent of t. However u - ut: satisfies
(10) where there is a non-zero right hand side denoted by F. In such situations, it is common•
to use the energy inequality which can be written as follows:

i

1E(u-ut:jt) s c[E(u-'ut:jO)+ fa tIlF("s)III,'(Rd)ds]

Because of (10), we get
(11)

Certain remarks are in order regarding the above estimate. Recall that E(u, j t) =
E( u; 0) = 0(c ..•.2). Thus(11) is indeed a non-trivial estimate. We can refine (11) by calculating

approximate solution of the form vt: = ut: + cui + c2U~+ ... + cNuk in which case, we can
deri ve E (u - vt: j t) $; C£2N t. It is also to be noted that these estimates are not uniform as
t -+ 00. Another inference one can make from the estimate (11) is that the two families of
waves with phases ()± decouple and they do not interact to the highest order.
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Energy Propogation in LGO -limit

Having addressed the problem of the validity of LGO approximation of the entire wave
field u, let us now pay attention to a particular functional namely energy functional of the
field. In this paragraph, we are going to derive a law of 'propagation for the limiting energy
density as c; -+ 0. Since the two families of waves decouple, it is enough to consider only the
family described by (6). Energy density of u is defir ed by



The corresponding energy flux density is defined by

1
FF:(x, t)= 2" (Otuyu + Otu'Vu)

Since 1l satisfies the wave equation (2), we have the following conservation law:

If, as shown in the previous paragraph, there is an approximation in the energy norm then
we have

and this gives

EC = c;~210tI2IaI2 + 0(C;-1) +R

;'. ,',fc, -- c;-20tlaI2'VO + 0(C;-1) + R

where R is a remainder consisting of C;O terms and eic-'(j terms. Thus, to the highest order
in c, we must have the followjHg conservation law; :

" ') ,

";'Ot('IOtI2I<l12) +" div, (O:la,12'VO) = 0 .

which can be rewritten as (using (6))

(12)

This is it first order equation whose characteristics is again the rays x(t) defined by (7). When
this equation is restricted to the rays, it becomes an ODE which shows that the energy at

LGO limit propagates with velocity ,H~~,along rays.

Microlo cal Energy measures

We have already seen the difficulties involved in the justification of the full wave field
under LGO approximation, Can we justify' at least the energy field? Of course, caustics is

the main problem. To see the difficulties more closely, let us consider general sequences or
•

solutions of the wave equation:

(13) '{' ~2 . dVt Un - ~Un = 0 , X E IR , t > 0 ,
Un (x, 0) = U~ ( X), at Un (x, 0) '= u; (x)" X E IR d .

For simplicity, assume that 1L~,u; have compact support. Because of finite speed of propa-
gation, un(·, t) will have compact support V t. We assume further that

(14)
(i

u~ ->- 0 in tt 1(IR d) weak , u~ ->- 0 in L 2(IR d) weak .
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Energy considerations yield very easily that 'V T > 0

Un,-'-p in L'" (O,T;H1(IRd
)) weak * .

a!tin -'- 0 in L 00 (0, T; L 2(IR d)) weak *

The question on the energy field in LGO approximation 1., ,dated to the behaviour of t.it('
energy E('Un; t) as n ~ 00. (Indeed a simple comparison between (13) and (9) shows thai
tt = c1un and so E(u;t) = c2E(tt~;t). Using non-stationary phase method, one can easilv
verify that. the conditions (14) are satisfied by G.O. data (9) if we assume that 0 has 11(1

stationary point). Since E(un;t) is a quadratic, weak convergence of Un will not suffice 1.1/

pass to the limit. It is well-known that oscillations and concentrations are the sources 01
non-compactness. In this particular case, It is already seen that too much of energy is COlt

centrated at caustics. One idea which was fruitful in elliptic problems (see LIONS [8]), is tll<'

consideration of the weak limit of the energy density En(x, t) = ~(lo!'Un(x, t)12 + lV'un(x, t)12)
in the sense of measures. However, we have here a hyperbolic problem where there is the
effect of propagation; in particular, we have seen the need to work in the phase space instead

. . '.' ~I

of physical space.' , ~-

The introduction of micro-local energy measures formalizes the above ideas. These
\,. .

measures are in some sense weak limi ts of energy de~~ities against test functions which
depend on (x, e). With this at the background, let us introduce a micro-localized version of
the energy

whose A is a pseudo differential operator of order zero. The introduction of the above object
is due to GERARD [9] and TARTAR [10] who prove the following compactness result:

Theorem Fix t > O. Then there is a subsequence of Un (denoted again by n) and a positive
Radon measure p t (x, e) on ill.d X S d-l such that

. E( Un; t; A) --+ f qo(A)(x, e)dpt(x, e)
JRdXSd-l

f01' all pseudo differential operators A of order O. (Its principal symbol is denoted by qo(A)) .

•
This is the basic compactness Theorem giving the existence of micro-local energy mea-

sure ILL at time t. jJ! describes the energy field of Un(-, t) as n ~ 00 in a weak sense with all
its concentrations and oscillations. Our question therefore is to know the law of propagation
of p! as t varies. That this is the same as the one found (via heuristics) at the end of the

, .

previous paragraph is the content of the following result due to FRANCFORT & MURAT

[11] and GERARD [12]:
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Theorem Fix T > 0. Assume that fl2 are the micro-local measures associated to ll~ ±ilj)llI~·
Then one can choose a subsequence of Un independent of t E [0, T] and A such thal

uniformly on [0, T]. Further we have

Above result gives a very satisfying picture of energy propagation overcoming the
caustics problem. It shows that total energy is the sum of the energies of two families of
moves propagating with velocities ±~along bicharacteristics strips.

We end this paragraph by giving references to other "weak" theories which ought to
be pointed out in the present context. On one hand, there is a basic"work of CRANDALL
& LIONS [13] on viscosity solutions to (4) and o~ the other hand DIPERNA & LIONS (14]
establish the existence of a global flow associated with (7.). The possible interconnection
between these view~points are to be investigated.

Nonlinear waves-Ansatz

From now OIl, we will be concerned with the task of generalizing t~le topics discussed
so Iar to nonlinear equations. Since this is a growing field, many problems are open or under

development. So we have decided to highlight mainly some basic issues connected with the
works of the author [15}, [16] in this field.

We consider quasi-linear equations. A simple but instructive example is the Hopf
equation:

(15) x E JR, t » 0 .

The first task we face is to find a suitable Ansatz. For this purpose, it will be helpful to have
a. knowledge of the waves generated by (15). It is well-known that discontinuities develop ill

the solution at a finite time even if the initial condition is smooth. This is because of the
focussing of characteristic curves associated with (15). (This is, in some sense, worse thew
focussing of rays described in LGO). In terms of Fourier analysis, this signifies the generation
of higher harmonics in the solution starting from a single harmonic in the initial condition .

. Helice exponential dependence on the phase will not be a good idea here; we must allow

arbitrary dependence apriori if we want a self-consistent Ansatz. Secondly, since the system
depends on 1£, we cannot, in general, hope to deve'op a big amplitude theory. Since ours is ,I
perturbation theory from homogeneous medium to cover slowly varying medium, the hope
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(16)
...

ut: = UO + eUl(e-1<p, x, t) + 0(£2)

is that. an Ausatz containing a small amplitude perturbation from a known smooth function
UO will work.

"
Accordingly, we set out~ith a constant UO E lR and propose an Ansatz of the form

where <p = <p( x, t) is the phase function to be determined. The dependence of Ul = Ul (e, z , I)

on 0 cannot obviously be arbitrary and it will be decided by the equation satisfied by u",

The point we would like to stress is that it is not going to be exponential.

(17) Ut + f (U ):r: = 0 , x E lR, t > 0 ,

Let us consider the equation

where f : IR -+ IR is a smooth function. The solution U = u(x, t) is a scalar function.
Assuming UO = 0 without loss of any generality, we develop by Taylor expansion

where A? = f'(uO),b = ~f"(uO),c = If(3)(uO). Several simplifications occur because (17) is
an equation in one-space dimension. First of all, substituting (16) into (17) and equating
the coefficient of cO to zero, we find

By the very principle of nonlinear geometrical optics (NGO), Ul depends on () and so <Pt -t.
)'0<P:r: = 0 which means that the phase is linear <P = ~- ),°t.

Secondly, the equation (17) remains invariant by dilations (x, t) ~ (ax, at) Va> (I"

Thus (16) can be rewritten as

(18)

'-,:

. where Ut = Ut (e, y, T) is a function to be determined.

Next, we impose initial conditions for (17) which are of the form

This choice eliminates the dependence of Ul on the variable y = ez. Thus, we arrive at

(19)
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Our next step is to substitute this expansion into (17) which yields the following equa-
tion for 1£1 :

(20) {
~ + b :0 (un = 0, 0 E IR, T > 0 ,

: 1£l((J,O) = v(O) .

This system is OK provided b =1-0. If b ='0 then this·shows that ~ = 0 and so III

does not depend on T. This indicates that (19) is npt a good Ansatz in case b = 0, i.e., when
I"(uO) = o.

It is well-known from the theory of equations of type (17), (18) that the cases J"(1£O) =I-

o and J"( 1£0) = 0 are qualitatively different which means that the structure of corresponding
solutions are not the same. Thus it is no surprise that the same is reflected in our asymptotic
analysis.

Assuming J"(1£O) = 0 but J(3}(1£O) =I- 0, we modify (19) as follows:

(21) UC = 1£0 + CU2(X .: ,\°t, c2t) + O(c2) •

In the above expansion, we have introduced a slower time variable, viz e2t, which can be
heuristically justified as follows: Due to the fact that J"(uO} = 0, the characteristic speed
J'{ u) gets lowered when 1£ is near 1£0. If we do not introduce a slower time variable as in (21),
it is clear that there will be important phase differences which will make the approximation
bad, Once we accept (21), it remains to use it in (17), (18) and deduce the following equation
for tL2 :

(22) f ~+ c:8(u~)= 0, 0 E IR , T> 0 ,
l 'U2(O, 0) = v(O ) .

.1ustification

The purpose of this paragraph is to give elements of proof of validity of the Ansatz
suggested above and make a comparison with the linear Case.

First 'of all, the right space for solutions of the equations we have been considering is
L oonBV on [0, T] x IR for any T < 00. Recall that BV is defined as the space functions whose
distributional derivatives are measures. Such a space is required to incorporate solutions
which exhibit discontinuities. Secondly, solutions in this space are not uniquely determined

by the equation and the initial condition. This is because the focusing of characteristics
makes the solution overdetermined at the points of discontinuity. We must stipulate other

conditions to make a suitable selection. They are called entropy inequalities in the literature.
We discuss them briefly here. An entropy is convex function 7](1£). We associate to 7], the
corresponding flux function q(u) specified by q'(u) = 7]'(u)f'(u). If u is a solution of (17),
we .demand that
(23) V convex 7] •
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If 1l E L conEY then the left side of (23) is a measure and (23) is required to .hold in the sense
of measures. It is also clear that the support of this measure is contained in the set where U

exhibits discontinuities. Thus (23) offers a selection criterion among possible discontinuities.
The maximal entropy measure m( u) is defined to be

m(u) = sup {77(u)t + q(U}r:} .
11 convex

The important result which we will not discuss further here is that entropy solutions u (i.e.,
solutions for which m( u) :5 0) are unique.

Apart from uniqueness questions, these measures play important role in stability anal-
ysis also. Let UI, U2 E Loon B'V satisfy

where u, are (signed) measures. Then one has ,

(24) f IUl(X, t) - U2(X, t)ldx ~ f IUl(X, 0) - U2(X, O)ldx + ~t=lmi(St) + ~t=lIJLil(St)k k·
where mI, m2 are maximal entropy measures associated with Ul,U2 respectively and S, =

{(x,s);O ~ s ~ t}. Above estimate has to be compared with the energy inequality written
down earlier in the linear case. The only new phenomenon is the appearance of the measures
mi which we have discussed just above.

With this preparatory material out of our way, W~ can now proceed with the justifica-
tion of the Ansatz introduced in the earlier paragraph. We introduce

UI(X, t) = UO+ €Ul(X - >..°t,et) if b =j:. 0 ,

U2(x, t) = UO+ eU2(X - )..°t, e2t) if b = 0, c =j:. ° .
They satisfy

(25) {
~ + txf(Ui) = tx (f(Ui) - P f(Ui))

Ui(x,O) = UO+ €V(x) ,
where

Pf(v) = uO+f'(uO)V+~f"(UO)V2 ifb=j:.O,

P.f(v) - uO+f'(uO)v+~!f(3)(uO)v3 ifb=O,c=j:.O.

It remains to compare each of the solution of (25) with the solution of (17) ani

the stability estimate (24). We get

Theorem Assume vEL oo(IR) n BV(JR) has compact support. Then



(a) if b =I 0 we have

(b) if b = 0, c =I 0, we have

sup lIu(·, t) - U2(·, t)IIU(R) = O(c2
) ••

O<t<oo .

The proof of the above/result is essentially reduced to estimating the maximal entropy

measures and the measures occuring in the right hand side of (25). The details of these

estimates can be found in VANNINATHAN [i6). We finish this paragraph by pointing out

one important difference from the linear case. In LGO, error estimate was not uniform as

t -. 00 contrary to the above result which assets that the error estimate is uniform as t - 00.

This is because nonlinear equations under our discussion define dissipative systems and the

waves decay as t -. 00. These decay estimates, essential ingredient in the proof of above

Theorem, are also discussed in VANNINATHAN [16].

Further discussion on NGO

In this final paragraph, we attempt to define very briefly the problems in the analysis of

Nonlinear Geometrical Optics (NGO). We also give references to works where some progress

is achieved. The nonlinear propagation laws can be in the form of semi-linear system or

quasi-linear system which are strictly hyperbolic:

·(26) .
d .

Ut+ L AJ(x, t) :u: = F(x, t, u) , x E IR d, t > 0 ,
j=1 XJ .

d au
Ut + f; Aj(x, t, u) OXj = F(x, t, u) , x E IR d, t > a .

Here It = u(x,'t) is aN-vector, Aj is a N x N matrix depending smoothly on its arguments.

P is also a N-vector depending smoothly on its arguments. Appropriate initial conditions

in N GO are respectively

(2i)

(28)

(29)

where H, lIo are given functions. The corresponding Ansat~ are respectively of the form

(30) u~ = LUj(x, t, e -1¢>j(X, t)) + 0(1) ,
i

(31) uf: = v(x,t)+cLUj(x,t,c- ¢>j(x,t))+o(c).
j .
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Unlike linear equations, even the existence of solution u cannot be taken for granted.
Even if it exists locally, the domain of existence may shrink as e -+ o. Thus a modest
formulation of the task in N.GO can be put down along the following lines:

(1'1) Prove the existence of solutions ti satisfying the initial condition in a domain indepen-
dent of c.

(1'2) Find equations satisfied by phases 4>;, profiles Uj and the mean flow V for the Ansatz
(30), (31). Solve these equations.

(T3) Prove that the Ansatz (30), (31) indeed provide approximation to the exact solution
as t: -+ 0 in a suitable norm.

In the previous paragraph, we have carried out these tasks in a global way in one
example where the existence and the stability of solutions are known .. The general case is
difficult as it can involve several instabilities -.

Each phase 4>j usually satisfies the Eikonal equation of LGO. The resulting caustics,
well-understood in linear regime, pose grave difficulties in the nonlinear case. Above pro-
gramme with single phase expansion is carried out in [17]', [18]. Multi-phase expansions are
more difficult because typically there is a resonant interaction between the waves respre-
sented by. these phases and new phases may be created. The resulting 'Yave pattern may
be very complicated as demonstrated by [19]. Hence in order to have a reasonable picture,
one is forced to impose hypotheses on the nature of the phases that can be generated by
the system. By means of such assumptions, it is shown in [20] that the profiles U, satisfy a
coupled system of integro-differential equations. These equations were earlier obt.ained via
heuristic arguments by [21] who also showed that they are greatly simplified in some physical
models of compressible fluid flows. If there is no resonant interaction, then these equations
become simple and decoupled.

The next task is to analyze the behaviour of the NGO waves after the formation of
caustics. Depending on the nature of the nonlinearities, amplitude may blow-up, decay or
can be continued. For examples, let us refer to [22], [23].

A.~knowlegement: This work forms part of the on-going project No. 1001-1 being SPOIl-

sored by IFCPAR, New Delhi.
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